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Abstract

We study information design settings where the designer controls information about a state,

and there are multiple agents interacting in a game who are privately informed about their

types. Each agent’s utility depends on all agents’ types and actions, as well as (linearly) on

the state. To optimally screen the agents, the designer first asks agents to report their types

and then sends a private action recommendation to each agent whose distribution depends

on all reported types and the state. We show that there always exists an optimal mechanism

which is laminar partitional. Such a mechanism partitions the state space for each type profile

and recommends the same action profile for states that belong to the same partition element.

Furthermore, the convex hulls of any two partition elements are such that either one contains

the other or they have an empty intersection. In the single-agent case, each state is either

perfectly revealed or lies in an interval in which the number of different signal realizations is

at most the number of different types of the agent plus two. A similar result is established for

the multi-agent case.

We also highlight the value of screening: without screening the best achievable payoff

could be as low as one over the number of types fraction of the optimal payoff. Along the

way, we shed light on the solutions of optimization problems over distributions subject to

a mean-preserving contraction constraint and additional side constraints, which might be of

independent interest.

We want to thank Dan Adelman, Dirk Bergemann, Nicole Immorlica, Brendan Lucier, Stephen Morris, Alex
Wolitzky, Kai Hao Yang, and participants of the EC conference for helpful discussions and suggestions.



1 Introduction

We study how a designer can use information about a real-valued state to influence the belief and
actions of a group of agents who possess private information. For example, the agents could be
competing firms who each decide on the quantity they produce. The production costs could be
each firm’s private information and the state could measure the total demand for the product.

The designer can without loss restrict attention to direct recommendation mechanisms where
each agent truthfully reports his type and then privately observes an action recommendation. We
prove that there always exists an optimal such mechanism with a particularly simple structure: For
each type profile there is a partition of the state space such that the mechanism recommends the
same action profile for states that belong to the same partition element. Thus, there exists a (deter-
ministic) function mapping the state and vector of types to action recommendations. Furthermore,
the partition is laminar. This implies that the convex hulls of any two partition elements are ei-
ther nested or they do not overlap. As a result of the laminar structure, an optimal partition can be
completely described by the collection of (smallest) intervals containing the states that induce each
action profile recommendation. The laminar structure further reduces the space of mechanisms the
designer needs to consider. This structure is valuable for tractability as it reduces the designer’s
optimization problem from an uncountably infinite one to an optimization problem over the end
points of the aforementioned intervals.

Finally, we provide a bound on the “depth” of optimal laminar partitions. In the single agent
case the laminar partition structure has depth of at most |Θ| + 2, where Θ is the set of types of
the agent. That is, the interval associated with an action recommendation overlaps with at most
|Θ|+1 other intervals (associated with different action recommendations). This implies that either
(i) a state is perfectly revealed, or (ii) it lies in an interval in which the distribution of the posterior
means admits at most a finite number mass points.

In the multi-agent case a similar bound on the depth of the laminar partitions can be obtained
if the number of possible actions is finite for each agent. In contrast to the single-agent case,
where the bound is independent of the number of actions, this bound depends quadratically on it.
This difference is driven by the fact that while in the single-agent case the action recommendation
reveals the partition element in which the state lies; this is not the case when there are multiple
agents.

Given that the state space is a continuum, it is not a priori clear how to obtain the optimal
mechanism in a tractable way. To address this question, we focus on the finite action case. We
identify a transformation in the single agent case that leads to a finite-dimensional convex program
(despite the states and the space of signals being uncountably infinite). Similarly, in the multi-agent
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case we derive a finite-dimensional (though not necessarily convex) program.
Furthermore, we discuss some properties of the optimal mechanism: Focusing on the single

agent case, we prove that restricting attention to mechanisms that do not screen the agent (and
reveal the same information to all types) can be strictly suboptimal and in general achieve only
a 1/|Θ| share of the optimal value for the designer. This is in contrast to Kolotilin, Mylovanov,
Zapechelnyuk and Li (2017) and Guo and Shmaya (2019) who show that in the binary action single
agent case there is no benefit to screening the agent.

Through an example we illustrate that unlike in classical mechanism design, “non-local” in-
centive compatibility constraints might bind in the optimal mechanism (even if the agent’s utility
is supermodular in his actions and type). Finally, under the optimal mechanism the actions of dif-
ferent types need not be ordered for all states. For instance, there are states where the low and the
high types take a higher action than the intermediate types.1

As a crucial step in obtaining our results, we study optimization problems over distributions,
where the objective is linear in the chosen distribution, and a distribution is feasible if it satisfies (i)
a majorization constraint as well as (ii) some linear side constraints. We characterize properties of
optimal solutions to such problems. In particular, we show that one can find optimal distributions
that redistribute the mass in each interval where the majorization constraint does not bind, to at
most n + 2 mass points, where n is the number of side constraints. Moreover, there exists a
laminar partition of the underlying state space such that the signal based on this laminar partition
“generates” the optimal distribution. Our main result is proven by decoupling the information
design problem over type profiles into optimization problems under majorization and linear side
constraints. Given the generality of such optimization formulations, we suspect that our results
may have applications beyond the information design problem studied in the paper. We discuss
some immediate applications in Section 5.

Literature Review Following the seminal work by Kamenica and Gentzkow (2011), the liter-
ature on Bayesian persuasion studies how a designer can use information to influence the action
taken by an agent. This framework has proven useful to analyze a variety of economic applica-
tions, such as the design of grading systems2, medical testing3, stress tests and banking regulation4,

1This can be leveraged to show that “nested” information structures that are optimal in related information design
settings with 2 actions are suboptimal (see e.g., Guo and Shmaya, 2019).

2Ostrovsky and Schwarz (2010); Boleslavsky and Cotton (2015); Onuchic and Ray (2020).
3Schweizer and Szech (2018).
4Inostroza and Pavan (2018); Goldstein and Leitner (2018); Orlov, Zryumov and Skrzypacz (2018).
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voter mobilization and gerrymandering5, as well as various applications in social networks6. For
an excellent survey of the literature see Kamenica (2019) and Bergemann and Morris (2019).

Initial papers focused on either the case of a single agent who possesses no private information
or the case where the designer uses public signals (Brocas and Carrillo, 2007; Rayo and Segal,
2010; Kamenica and Gentzkow, 2011; Gentzkow and Kamenica, 2016b). Kolotilin et al. (2017)
and Guo and Shmaya (2019) extend this baseline model by considering the single-agent case where
the agent possesses private information about his preferences and chooses between two actions.
Assuming that the agent’s payoff is linear and additive in the state, Kolotilin et al. (2017) show
that it is without loss to restrict attention to “public” signals, which do not screen the agent and
induce the same signal realization regardless of the type of the agent. Guo and Shmaya (2019)
consider a general monotone utility of the designer and the agent, but maintain the assumption
of binary actions. They show that even though not every outcome that can be implemented with
private signals can also be implemented with public signals, it is nevertheless true that the designer-

optimal outcome can always be implemented with public signals. We complement this line of the
literature by studying the case where the agent can potentially choose among more than two actions

and find in contrast with the binary action case that public signals are in general not optimal.
Bergemann and Morris (2013, 2016) consider information revelation to multiple agents and

introduce the notion of “Bayes correlated equilibria”. Bayes correlated equilibria characterize the
set of all outcomes that can be induced in a given game by revealing a private signal to each agent.
Thus, Bayesian persuasion problems can be solved by maximizing over the set of Bayes correlated
equilibria. While the basic concept does not allow for private information one can extend to the
case with screening and private information (see Definition 2 in Bergemann and Morris, 2019). In
this case, the private information is about the state, and hence an agent’s payoff depends on his
private information only through the state. As the designer learns the state once it is realized, she
will be better informed about the agents’ utilities than themselves. While the formulation is present
in the literature, as far as we know the structural properties of the optimal mechanisms are not well
understood in the multiple agent case with private information. In the present paper, we contribute
to this literature in two ways: First, we allow the utility of an agent to directly depend on his private
information, thereby relaxing the assumption that the designer is better informed than the agents
– which might be economically restrictive in some settings. Second, we consider a continuum of
states and focus on quasi-linear utilities which allows us to describe optimal mechanisms more
explicitly in terms of laminar partitional signals.7

5Alonso and Câmara (2016); Kolotilin and Wolitzky (2020).
6Candogan and Drakopoulos (2017); Candogan (2019b).
7Quasi-linearity assumption is commonly made in the literature. See for instance Ostrovsky and Schwarz (2010);
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Without private information, the approaches in Bergemann and Morris (2016); Kolotilin (2018);
Dworczak and Martini (2019), can be used to characterize the optimal information structure. These
approaches lead to infinite-dimensional optimization problems even if there is a single agent with
finitely many actions. When there is a single agent, an alternative approach due to Gentzkow and
Kamenica (2016b) is to associate a convex function with each information structure, and cast the
information design problem as an optimization problem over all convex functions that are sand-
wiched in between two convex functions (associated with the full disclosure and no-disclosure
information structures). This also yields an infinite-dimensional optimization problem. In con-
trast, we provide a finite-dimensional optimization formulation that is applicable with multiple
privately-informed agents and finitely many actions. This formulation is also convex when there is
a single agent, thereby providing a tractable framework for obtaining optimal mechanisms.

The aforementioned “sandwiching” constraint is equivalent to a majorization constraint re-
stricting the set of feasible posterior distributions. Arieli, Babichenko, Smorodinsky and Yamashita
(2020) and Kleiner, Moldovanu and Strack (2020) characterize the extreme points of this set. As
also observed in Candogan (2019a,b), this characterization implies that in the single agent case
without private information one can restrict attention to signals where each state lies in an interval
such that for all states in that interval at most 2 messages are sent. There are two additional critical
challenges in our setting. First, unlike earlier work, one needs to deal with additional constraints
that stem from the screening problem. Second, since there are multiple agents, the information
revealed to one agent can influence the actions taken by others, which intricately couples the infor-
mation design problems for different agents. These challenges require a novel approach and render
the information structures identified in the earlier literature suboptimal.

2 Model

We consider an information design setting in which a designer (she) tries to influence the action
taken by privately informed agents (he/they), indexed by i ∈ {1, . . . , |N |} = N .

States and Types We call the information controlled by the designer the state ω ∈ Ω and the
private information of agent i his type θi ∈ Θi. The state ω lies in an interval Ω = [0, 1] and is
distributed according to the (cumulative) distribution F : Ω → [0, 1], with density f ≥ 0.8 Each

Ivanov (2015); Gentzkow and Kamenica (2016b); Kolotilin et al. (2017); Kolotilin (2018). For a more detailed dis-
cussion of this setting and its economic applications see Section 3.2 in Kamenica (2019).

8The assumption that the state lies in [0, 1] is a normalization that is without loss of generality for distributions
with bounded support as we impose no structure on the utility functions. Our arguments can be easily extended to
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agent’s type θi lies in a finite set Θi and we denote by φ(θ) > 0 the probability that the type
vector equals θ = (θ1, . . . , θ|N |) ∈ Θ =

∏
i∈N Θi. We assume that the state ω and the types θ are

independently distributed, but allow for arbitrary correlation between the types of different agents.

Signals and Mechanisms A direct mechanism µ : Θ × Ω → ∆(S) maps a type profile θ and a
state ω to a conditional distribution µθ(·|ω) over the set of signal realizations S.9 We denote by µθ

the signal10 associated with the type vector θ, i.e.,

µθ(·|ω) = P [s ∈ ·|ω, θ] .

Each signal realization s ∈ S =
∏

i∈N Si is |N |-dimensional. The i-th coordinate si is privately
observed by agent i, but we allow for the signals observed by different agents to be correlated. We
restrict attention to signals for which Bayes rule is well defined,11 and denote by Pµ [·|s] ∈ ∆(Ω)

the posterior distribution induced over states by observing the signal realization s in the mechanism
µ, and by Eµ [·|s] the corresponding expectation. When there are finitely many signal realizations

Pµ [ω ≤ x|s] =

∑
θ

∫ x
0
µθ({s}|ω)dF (ω)∑

θ

∫ 1

0
µθ({s}|ω)dF (ω)

. (Bayes Rule)

The Agents’ Actions and Utilities After observing his type θi, each agent i ∈ N reports it to
the mechanism. Given the reported type profile θ and the state realization, the mechanism draws a
signal from the corresponding distribution, and agent i observes the i-th coordinate si of the signal
realization. Then each agent i chooses an action ai in a compact set Ai to maximize his expected
utility

max
ai∈Ai

E [ui(ai, a−i, ω, θ)|si, θi] .

We note that the expectation in the above expression is over the state ω, the action taken by other
agents a−i, and their types θ−i. If we impose additional assumptions on the set of action profiles
A = ×i∈NAi we will explicitly mention them, and otherwise we allow it to be finite or infinite.

Recommendation Mechanisms A direct recommendation mechanism is a direct mechanism
where the signal realization for each agent is an action recommendation, i.e., Si = Ai. A direct
recommendation mechanism is incentive compatible if it is optimal for each agent to report his

unbounded distributions with finite mean.
9Restricting attention to direct mechanisms is without loss of generality by the revelation principle.

10We follow the convention of the Bayesian persuasion literature and call a Blackwell experiment a signal.
11Formally, this requires that Pµ [·|s] is a regular conditional probability.
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true type θi and follow the action recommendation, instead of (mis)reporting his type as θ′i ∈ Θi

and choosing an optimal action afterwards. Throughout without loss we focus on incentive com-
patible direct recommendation mechanisms. Formally, denoting by σi : Ai → Ai the action policy
that maps an action recommendation to an action taken by agent i, the incentive compatibility
requirement can be stated as follows:12

∑
θ−i

φ(θ)

∫
Ω

∫
A−i

ui(ai, a−i, ω, θ)dµ
θ(a|ω)dF (ω)

≥ max
σi

∑
θ−i

φ(θ)

∫
Ω

∫
A−i

ui(σi(ai), a−i, ω, θ)dµ
(θ′i,θ−i)(a|ω)dF (ω)

(1)

for all i, θi, θ′i ∈ Θi. One challenge in this environment is that each agent can deviate by simulta-
neously misreporting his type and taking an action different from the one that is recommended by
the mechanism.

The Designer’s Utility We denote by v : A × Ω × Θ → R the designer’s utility. For a given
direct recommendation mechanism the designer’s expected utility equals

∑
θ

φ(θ)

∫
Ω

∫
A

v(a, ω, θ)dµθ(a|ω)dF (ω) . (2)

The designer’s information design problem is to pick a direct recommendation mechanism that
satisfies (1) to maximize (2).

To make this setting with infinitely many states tractable we further focus on preferences which
are quasi-linear in the state:

Assumption 1 (Quasi-Linearity). The agents’ utilities {ui} and the designer’s utility v are quasi-

linear in the state, i.e., for i ∈ N there exist functions ui1, ui2, v1, v2 : A × Θ → R continuous in

a ∈ A such that

ui(a, ω, θ) = ui1(a, θ)ω + ui2(a, θ)

v(a, ω, θ) = v1(a, θ)ω + v2(a, θ) .

Assumption 1 is natural in many economic situations and is commonly made in the literature

12When θi = θ′i this constraint reduces to the obedience constraint, which ensures that it is optimal for agent i to
follow the action recommendation.
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(c.f. Footnote 7).13 For example Kolotilin et al. (2017) assume that there is a single agent who has
two actions {0, 1}, and that the agent’s utility for one action is zero, and for the other action it is
the sum of the type and state, which implies that ui(ai, ω, θ) = ai × (ω + θ).

Remark. Our results generalize to the case where the preferences of all agents and the designer
depend linearly14 on some (potentially) non-linear transformation of the state h(ω) as long as the
distribution of h(ω) admits a density.15 What is crucial for our results is that the agents’ belief
about the state influences the preference of the designer and the agent only through the same real
valued statistic.

2.1 A Motivating Example

We next provide an economic example to illustrate the model. Two firms 1, 2 producing a good
choose production quantities in A1 = A2 = {0, 1, 2}. The price of the product depends on the
total production a1 + a2 by the firms, and is given by d − (a1 + a2), where d = (4 + 8 × ω) is
the demand for the good and ω ∼ U([0, 1]) is the state. The unit production cost of each firm is
its private type and equals 4 or 6 with equal probability independently of each other and the state
(i.e., Θ = {(4, 4), (4, 6), (6, 4), (6, 6)}, φ ≡ 1/4). The consumer surplus (CS) and total firm profits
(FP ) are respectively given by CS = (a1 + a2)2/2, and

FP =
(
(4 + 8× ω)− (a1 + a2)

)
(a1 + a2)− a1θ1 − a2θ2.

We are interested in characterizing the combinations of consumer surplus and firm profits that
can be induced by a mediator that facilitates information exchange between the firms. To do so, we
derive the information structures maximizing different weighted combinations of CS and FP .16

The results are illustrated in Figure 1.
We highlight 6 points that are extremal in terms of achievable CS, FP , or welfare (CS+FP )

and display the corresponding optimal information structures. As our main result establishes we
can restrict attention to simple (laminar) signals where for each type profile the state space is
partitioned such that in each partition element the same actions are taken by the agents. In this
example this means that for each cost vector of the firms, the interval of possible demands is

13We also note that the continuity of the payoffs in a, and the compactness of A together with Assumption 1 ensure
that the payoffs are bounded, i.e., |ui(a, ω, θ)|, |v(a, ω, θ)| ≤ B for some B <∞. In what follows, this mild technical
condition is used to change the order of integrals that appear in the designer’s and agents’ problems.

14In the single agent case we could allow u, v to depend non-linearly on the agent’s posterior expectation of h(ω).
15To see this note that for every function h : Ω→ R we can redefine the state to be ω̃ = h(ω).
16See Appendix C for computational details on this example.
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0 1
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(1) maximize welfare

= (4,4) a = (1.0,1.0)
= (4,6) a = (1.5,0.3)

0 1
= (6,6) a = (0.6,0.6)

(2) maximize firm profits
= (4,4) a = (1.0,1.0)
= (4,6) a = (1.2,0.2)

0 1
= (6,6) a = (0.4,0.4)

(3) minimize consumer surplus

= (4,4) a = (1.0,1.0)
= (4,6) a = (1.0,1.0)

0 1
= (6,6) a = (1.0,1.0)

(4) minimize welfare
= (4,4) a = (1.8,1.8)
= (4,6) a = (1.9,0.9)

0 1
= (6,6) a = (0.8,0.8)

(5) minimize firm profits

= (4,4) a = (1.7,1.7)
= (4,6) a = (1.9,0.7)

0 1
= (6,6) a = (0.9,0.9)

(6) maximize consumer surplus

Figure 1: (a) CS and FP achievable under different information structures. We highlight 6 points
on this region that achieve: (1) maximum welfare CS+FP , (2) maximum FP , (3) minimum CS,
(4) minimum welfare CS + FP , (5) minimum FP , (6) maximum CS. (b) The colors assigned
to different strategy profiles. (c) Optimal information structures. Here, for any type profile θ we
denote by ā the vector of expected production quantities for both firms.

partitioned such that in each partition element the output vector of the firms is constant. In Figure 1
(b) and (c), we associate with each strategy profile a color, and use them to present the information
structures that achieve these extremal points. Given the symmetry between firms, the strategy
profiles associated with type profiles (4, 6) and (6, 4) are same up to a permutation of the agents’
identities. To avoid redundancy we only display one of them.

A few economic observations are worth highlighting: First, when firms’ costs are lower the
expected production quantities are higher. While this monotonicity holds when taking the expecta-
tion over demand levels, production quantities are not monotone in the production cost for a fixed
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demand. For example when maximizing the CS in (6) for some of the high demand levels the
total production is higher for the production costs (6, 6) than it is for the production cost (4, 6).
Interestingly, the worst information structure in terms of welfare (4) is when no information about
the cost of their competitors and the demand is revealed to the firms. Conversely, maximizing wel-
fare, FP or CS leads to nontrivial laminar partitions (1,2,6). To maximize firms’ profits (2) the
information structure induces more extreme asymmetric outcomes (e.g., (0, 2) or (2, 0) where one
firm produces two units and the other produces zero) relative to consumer surplus maximizing in-
formation structures (where balanced outcomes such as (1, 1) become more common). This leads
to a larger number of distinct signal realizations in case of profit maximization. Finally, based on
the information structure, the consumer surplus and firms’ profits vary significantly and there is
more than a factor of two between the smallest and largest values of the aforementioned quantities.

3 Analysis

Our analysis proceeds in several steps. First, we show that given a direct recommendation mech-
anism the designer can achieve the same payoff by using what we refer to as state garbling rec-
ommendation (SGR) mechanism. This reduction is consequence of our restriction to quasi-linear
utilities and an auxiliary step in proving our main result. Second, we show that optimal SGR
mechanisms can be characterized through problems which are decoupled across type profiles (but
not across agents17). Each of the decoupled problems involves optimization over posterior mean
distributions under linear side constraints. Third, we establish that solutions to such problems can
always be induced by constructing a laminar partition and pooling states according to that partition.
Finally, this implies our main result that there exists an optimal mechanism which for each type
profile constructs a laminar partition of the state space and recommends the same action profile for
states that belong to the same partition element.

3.1 State Garbling Recommendation Mechanisms

For each type profile θ an SGR mechanism has the following structure:

(i) The designer chooses an auxiliary signal νθ whose realization m ∈ [0, 1] equals the induced
posterior mean, i.e. Eνθ [ω|m] = m.

(ii) For each realized posterior mean she chooses a distribution over recommended action pro-
files such that no action profile is recommended with positive probability at two different

17Note that there is no similar decoupling across agents, due to the strategic interactions among them.
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posterior means.

We next argue that due to our assumption of quasi-linear utilities the restriction to SGR mech-
anisms is without loss.18 We start with an arbitrary direct recommendation mechanism µ. Let
ma,θ = Eµθ [ω|a] denote the mean of an outside observer’s posterior belief about the state after
observing the action profile a ∈ A being recommended given the type profile θ ∈ Θ. Note that
this posterior belief never becomes known to the agents as they neither observe the complete type
nor the recommended action profile. Define Gθ : [0, 1] → [0, 1] to be the cumulative distribution
of posterior means given the type profile θ

Gθ(x) = Pµθ [ma,θ ≤ x] .

Define qθ ∈ ∆(A) to be the distribution over action profiles conditional on type profile θ, i.e.,

qθ(B) =

∫ 1

0

µθ(B|ω)dF (ω),

for B ⊆ A. Let qθ(·|x) ∈ ∆(A) be the distribution over action profiles conditional on the posterior
mean ma,θ associated with the action profile being equal to x ∈ [0, 1]

qθ(B|x) =

∫
B
1mθ,a=x dq

θ(a)∫
A
1mθ,a=x dqθ(a)

.

Consider the SGR mechanism defined by the above tuple (G, q) where νθ([0, x]) = Gθ(x) and
q = (qθ)θ is the distribution over actions conditional on the posterior mean. In this mechanism,
given the type profile θ, the designer first draws a signal m according to Gθ, and then recommends
an action profile according to qθ(·|m). Note that this mechanism is possibly different from the
direct recommendation mechanism we started with.

In this SGR mechanism – assuming agents follow action recommendations – the expected

18Note that without the restriction in (ii) the set of mechanisms described above would equal the set of direct
recommendation mechanisms as the designer could always chose a fully revealing signal in (i). Due to restriction (ii),
SGR mechanisms constitute a subset of the direct recommendation mechanisms.
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payoff of the designer given the type profile θ can be rewritten as∫
Ω

∫
A

v(a, ω, θ)dµθ(a|ω)dF (ω) =

∫
A

Eµθ [v(a, ω, θ)|a] dqθ(a)

=

∫
A

v(a,Eµθ [ω|a], θ) dqθ(a) =

∫
A

v(a,ma,θ, θ) dq
θ(a)

=

∫
Ω

∫
A

v(a,m, θ) dqθ(a|m) dGθ(m) .

(3)

The first equality leverages the boundedness of the payoffs and changes the order of integration.
The second one follows from the quasi-linearity of v, the third from the definition of ma,θ, and the
forth from the definition of qθ.

Using the same argument it can be readily seen that for any reported and true type profiles θ′, θ
such that θ′−i = θ−i when agents other than i follow their action recommendations we have∫

Ω

∫
A−i

ui(a
′
i, a−i, ω, θ)dµ

θ′(a|ω)dF (ω) =

∫
Ω

∫
A−i

ui(a
′
i, a−i,m, θ) dq

θ′(a|m) dGθ′(m) , (4)

where the left (right) hand side is the expected payoff of agent i from observing action recommen-
dation ai and taking action a′i in the initial (new) mechanism. Since for any action recommendation
the payoffs of agents coincide under the two mechanisms, it follows that the SGR mechanism is
incentive compatible. Together with (3), this observation implies that the two mechanisms are
payoff equivalent, and it is without loss to restrict attention to SGR mechanisms.

The expected payoff expression in the right hand side of (4) can be used to obtain a character-
ization of incentive compatibility of SGR mechanisms. Specifically, the SGR mechanism defined
by (G, q) is incentive compatible if and only if for all i ∈ N, θi ∈ Θi∑

θ−i∈Θ−i

φ(θ)

∫
Ω

∫
A

ui(a,m, θ) dq
θ(a|m) dGθ(m)

≥ max
σi,θ′i

∑
θ−i∈Θ−i

φ(θ)

∫
Ω

∫
A

ui(σi(ai), a−i,m, θ) dq
(θ′i,θ−i)(a|m) dG(θ′i,θ−i)(m) .

(IC)

Feasible Posterior Mean Distributions Given that the designer’s payoff and the incentive com-
patibility constraint can be expressed in terms of the distributions over posterior means G = (Gθ)

and distributions over action profiles q = (qθ) conditional on posterior means, it may be possi-
ble to reformulate the designer’s problem in terms of these quantities. A natural question is thus
which distributions over posterior means the designer can induce using a signal. An important
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notion to address this question is mean preserving contractions (MPC). A distribution over states
H : Ω→ [0, 1] is an MPC of a distribution H̃ : Ω→ [0, 1], expressed as H̃ � H , if and only if for
all ω ∫ 1

ω

H(z)dz ≥
∫ 1

ω

H̃(z)dz, (MPC)

and the inequality holds with equality for ω = 0.
To see that F � Gθ is necessary for Gθ to be the distribution of the posterior mean induced by

some signal note that for every convex function h : [0, 1]→ R we have that∫ 1

0

h(z)dF (z) = E [h(ω)] = E [Eµ [h(ω)|s]] ≤ E [h(Eµ [h(ω)|s])] =

∫ 1

0

h(z)dGθ(z) .

Here, the second equality is implied by the law of iterated expectations and the inequality follows
from Jensen’s inequality. Taking h(z) = max{0, z − ω} then yields that F � Gθ. This condi-
tion is not only necessary, but also sufficient, see, e.g., Blackwell (1950); Blackwell and Girshick
(1954); Rothschild and Stiglitz (1970) and Gentzkow and Kamenica (2016b) for an application to
persuasion problems.

Lemma 1. There exists a signal that induces the distribution Gθ over posterior means if and only

if F � Gθ.

This result readily implies that a vector of type profile dependent posterior mean distributions
(Gθ)θ∈Θ is feasible if and only if F � Gθ for all θ ∈ Θ.

The Optimal SGR Mechanism Combining the characterization of incentive compatibility from
(IC) and feasibility from Lemma 1 we next provide a characterization of optimal SGR mechanisms.

Proposition 1. An SGR mechanism defined by (G, q) is incentive compatible and maximizes the

designer’s payoff if and only if (G, q) solve

max
G,q

∑
θ∈Θ

φ(θ)

∫
Ω

∫
A

v(a,m, θ) dqθ(a|m) dGθ(m)

s.t. (IC) & F � Gθ ∀θ.
(OPT)

One of the main challenges in this optimization problem is that even for a fixed q the incentive
compatibility constraint induces a strong interdependence among the components of G, which
makes it impossible to optimize over them separately. This interdependence is a natural economic
feature of the multi-agent problem with private information as the designer cannot pick the action
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recommendation she provides to one agent and type without taking into account the fact that this
might give other agents and types incentives to deviate.

3.2 Decoupling the Problem Across Type Profiles

Despite these challenges, we are able to characterize the structure of the optimal SGR mechanisms.
Our approach involves decoupling the designer’s problem into |Θ| sub-problems (one for each type
profile θ) each involving optimization over only a single MPC constraint and linear side constraints.
As the argument for doing so and the precise decomposition differ significantly in the single- and
multi-agent cases we explain them separately.

3.2.1 The Single Agent Case

In this section we consider the single agent case |N | = 1 and thus drop the subindex indicating
the agent’s identity. We define ū, v̄ : Ω × Θ → R to be the agent’s and designer’s indirect utility
functions, i.e. their utility at a given mean belief m if the agent takes an optimal action19

ū(m, θ) = max
a∈A

u(a,m, θ) (5)

v̄(m, θ) = max
a∈A(m,θ)

v(a,m, θ) , (6)

where A(m, θ) = argmaxb∈A u(b,m, θ). Since in an SGR mechansim no action is recommended
at two different posterior means the agent can infer the posterior mean from the action recom-
mendation. As any action recommendation policy q that satisfies (IC) must always recommend an
action that is optimal for the agent at that posterior belief20, we can rewrite (IC) as∫

Ω

ū(m, θ)dGθ(m) ≥ max
θ′

∫
Ω

ū(m, θ)dGθ′(m) . (7)

We henceforth fix an optimal action recommendation distribution q∗,θ(·|m) supported on the set of
maximizers of (6).

Let (G∗, q∗) be an optimal solution to the problem given in Proposition 1. We define the value
eθ type θ could achieve when deviating optimally from reporting his type truthfully

eθ = max
θ′ 6=θ

∫ 1

0

ū(m, θ)dG∗,θ
′
(m) . (8)

19We note that the indirect utility ū is convex in m.
20Formally, this means that a /∈ A(m, θ)⇒ qθ(a|m) = 0.
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We also define dθ to be the value the agent gets when reporting his type truthfully

dθ =

∫ 1

0

ū(m, θ)dG∗,θ(m) . (9)

We note that eθ, d−θ do not depend on G∗,θ. We can thus characterize G∗,θ by optimizing over Gθ

while taking (G∗,θ
′
)θ′ 6=θ as given. This leads to our next lemma.

Lemma 2. Consider the single agent case and let e, d be the constants associated with an optimal

SGR mechanism (G∗, q∗). Then (Hθ, (G∗,θ
′
)θ′ 6=θ, q

∗) is an optimal SGR mechanism if and only if

for any type θ ∈ Θ the distribution Hθ solves

max
Hθ�F

∫
Ω

v̄(s, θ)dHθ(s) (10)

s.t.
∫ 1

0

ū(s, θ)dHθ(s) ≥ eθ (11)∫ 1

0

ū(s, η)dHθ(s) ≤ dη ∀ η 6= θ . (12)

In this formulation we maximize the payoff the designer receives from each type θ separately
under constraint (11). This constraint ensures that type θ does not want to deviate and report to be
another type.21 Similarly, constraint (12) ensures that no other type wants to report his type as θ.
We note that (11) and (12) encode the incentive constraints given in (7) in which Gθ appears.

3.2.2 The Multi-Agent Case

We next turn to the multi-agent case. Without loss we normalize here the probability of each type
profile to φ(θ) = 1/|Θ| to make the equations easier to read.22 The main challenge relative to the
single agent case is that in an SGR mechanism the agents are in general unable to infer the posterior
mean ma,θ from their action recommendation. As a consequence, the action recommendations q
are not determined by the (IC) constraint and we cannot omit them from the problem.

Let (G∗, q∗) be a solution to (OPT) and consider the corresponding SGR mechanism. Define
ei,θi,θ′i,σi to be the payoff23 agent i of type θi gets by reporting his type as θ′i (where possibly θ′i = θi)

21By considering the optimal deviation we reduced the number of incentive constraints in (8) from (|Θ| − 1) to 1.
22This is without loss of generality as given a problem instance with arbitrary φ(θ) one can define a new utility

|Θ|φ(θ)ui(a, ω, θ) for each agent i and the designer |Θ|φ(θ) v(a, ω, θ) which entails exactly the same incentives in
the original and the new problem instances. This amounts to a change of measure from φ(·) to the uniform measure.

23More precisely these quantities correspond to payoffs multiplied with the probability
∑
η−i

φ(θi, η−i) of the event
that agent i’s private type equals θi. For the subsequent discussion, this normalization does not play a role. Thus, with
some abuse of terminology, we refer to such quantities as payoffs.
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and then deviating according to action policy σi:

ei,θi,θ′i,σi =
∑

θ−i∈Θ−i

∫
Ω

∫
A

ui(σi(ai), a−i,m, θi, θ−i) dq
∗,(θ′i,θ−i)(a|m) dG∗,(θ

′
i,θ−i)(m).

Letting I(·) denote the identity, the payoff of agent i from truthfully reporting his type and fol-
lowing the action recommendation equals ei,θi,θi,I . Similarly, the best payoff he can achieve after
misreporting his type and possibly taking an action different from the recommended one equals

ei,θi = max
σi,θ′i 6= θi

ei,θi,θ′i,σi . (13)

It will be convenient to decompose the payoff ei,θi,θ′i,σi into payoff when the reported type profile
equals some θ′ ∈ Θ and the sum of payoffs γi,θi,θ′i,σi(θ

′) from other type profiles:24

ei,θi,θ′i,σi = γi,θi,θ′i,σi(θ
′) +

∫
Ω

∫
A

ui(σi(ai), a−i,m, θi, θ
′
−i) dq

∗,θ′(a|m) dG∗,θ
′
(m) .

By definition for θ′i 6= θi the quantities ei,θi and γi,θi,θ′i,σi(θ
′) do not depend on the posterior mean

distribution G∗,θ. We next show that we can characterize G∗,θ by optimizing the posterior mean
distribution chosen for type profile θ while taking those for other type profiles (G∗,η)η 6=θ as given.

Lemma 3. Let e, γ be the constants associated with an optimal SGR mechanism (G∗, q∗). Then

(Hθ, (G∗,θ
′
)θ′ 6=θ, q

∗) is an optimal SGR mechanism if and only if for any type θ ∈ Θ the distribution

Hθ solves

max
Hθ�F

∫
Ω

∫
A

v(a,m, θ) dq∗,θ(a|m) dHθ(m)

such that

γi,θi,θi,I(θ) +

∫
Ω

∫
A

ui(a,m, θ) dq
∗,θ(a|m) dHθ(m)

≥ γi,θi,θi,σi(θ) +

∫
Ω

∫
A

ui(σi(ai), a−i,m, θ) dq
∗,θ(a|m) dHθ(m) ∀i, σi 6= I

γi,θi,θi,I(θ) +

∫
Ω

∫
A

ui(a,m, θ) dq
∗,θ(a|m) dHθ(m) ≥ ei,θi ∀i,

γi,ηi,θi,σi(θ) +

∫
Ω

∫
A

ui(σi(ai), a−i,m, ηi, θ−i) dq
∗,θ(a|m) dHθ(m) ≤ ei,ηi,ηi,I ∀i, σi, ηi 6= θi .

24The quantity γi,θi,θ′i,σi
(θ′) is equivalently given by the summation defining ei,θi,θ′i,σi

after excluding the summand
with θ−i = θ′−i.
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This lemma can be best explained through a simple thought experiment. Suppose that we
modify the initial SGR mechanism (G∗, q∗) by replacing distribution G∗,θ with Hθ. The left hand
side of the first (and second) constraint is the payoff of agent i in the new mechanism after reporting
his type truthfully and following the recommendation. The right hand side is the payoff achieved
via truthful type report followed by deviating to action policy σi. Similarly, the right hand side
of the second constraint is the maximal payoff agent i can achieve in the new mechanism by
misreporting his type. Note that when he misreports his type as θ′i 6= θi, the signal is drawn from
a distribution other than Hθ. Thus, the right hand side of the second constraint is a constant in
this problem. Finally, the left hand side of the third constraint is the payoff agent i can guarantee
by misreporting his type as θi, when his type is actually ηi. The right hand side is the payoff
from truthful reporting. When Hθ satisfies these constraints, it follows that the resulting SGR
mechanism (Hθ, (G∗,θ

′
)θ′ 6=θ, q

∗) is still incentive compatible. As the objective in this optimization
problem is the designer’s payoff for the type profile θ, this implies the lemma.

3.3 Laminar Partitional Signals

We next describe a small class of signals, laminar partitional signals. We first define partitional
signals:

Definition 1 (Partitional Signal). A signal µ is partitional if for each signal realization s ∈ S there

exists a set Ps ⊆ Ω such that µ({s}|ω) = 1ω∈Ps .

A partitional signal partitions the state space into sets (Ps)s and reveals to the agent the set in
which the state ω lies. Partitional signals are thus noiseless in the sense that the mapping from
the state to the signal is deterministic. A simple example of signals which are not partitional are
normal signals where the signal equals the state ω plus normal noise and thus is random conditional
on the state. Denote by conv(·) the convex hull. The next definition further restricts the partition
structure.

Definition 2 (Laminar Partitional Signal). A partition (Ps)s is laminar if there is a partial order

B on S such that Ps = convPs \ ∪s′|sBs′ convPs′ for any s. A partitional signal is laminar if its

associated partition is laminar.

This definition readily implies that convPs ∩ convPs′ ∈ {∅, convPs, convPs′} for any s, s′.
The restrictions imposed by laminar partitional signals are illustrated in Figure 2. Note that the
elements of the laminar partition may belong to disjoint intervals. We define the depth of a lam-
inar partition as the smallest number k such that the state space can be partitioned into intervals
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Figure 2: The partition of the state space Ω = [0, 1] on the left is not laminar while the partition
on the right is laminar as the convex hull of all pairs of sets P1, P2, P3 are either nested or have an
empty intersection.

each of which contains at most k elements of the laminar partition and every partition element is
contained in one interval. Intuitively, this captures how complicated the laminar partition is: If
convex hulls of partition elements are disjoint (nested) the depth is equal to 1 (the number of signal
realizations |S|).

Definition 3 (Laminar Partitional Mechanism). A direct recommendation mechanism is laminar

partitional if it consists of laminar partitional signals, i.e., for each type profile θ there exists a

laminar partition P θ of the state space Ω such that the same action profile is recommended in each

partition element.

We next establish that there always exists a laminar partitional mechanism that is optimal. To
simplify notation we denote by P θ(ω) = {P θ

s : ω ∈ P θ
s } the set of states where the same signal is

realized as in state ω, for a partitional signal with partition P θ = (P θ
s )s.

Theorem 1. Let |A| be finite or |N | = 1. There exists an optimal laminar partitional mechanism.

Furthermore, given the partitions partition P θ for each θ there exists intervals Iθ1 , I
θ
2 , . . . such that

(i) ω /∈ ∪kIθk implies P θ(ω) = {ω};
(ii) ω ∈ Iθk implies P θ(ω) ⊆ Iθk .

The proof is based on a result that characterizes the solutions to optimization problems over
mean preserving contractions under linear side constraints, such as those in Section 3.2. As this
result might be of independent interest we explain it in Section 3.4.

Theorem 1 simplifies the search for optimal mechanisms. First, it implies that for each type
profile θ the designer needs to consider only partitional signals, which (deterministically) recom-
mends the same action profile for all states in an element of the partition P θ. Theorem 1 thus
implies that the designer does not need to rely on random signals whose distribution conditional
on the state could be arbitrarily complex.

The fact that the partition can be chosen to be laminar is a further simplification. To see why,
consider the case with finitely many action profiles. Since the optimal signal is partitional the
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signal realizations correspond to at most |A| subsets of the state space. Due to the laminar struc-
ture each subset can be identified with its convex hull, which is an interval. As each interval is
completely described by its endpoints it follows that each laminar partitional signal can be iden-
tified with a point in R2|A|. Thus, the problem of finding the optimal mechanism can be written
as an optimization problem over R2|A|×|Θ|. This contrasts with the space of mechanisms which is
uncountably infinite even if one restricts to finitely many signal realizations.

The second part of the theorem implies that for each fixed type profile θ there are two types of
partition elements: There are “pooling intervals” (Iθk) where multiple state realizations induce the
same action profile recommendation. In their complement, each state is mapped to a unique action
profile recommendation.25 Moreover, each pooling interval can equivalently be expressed as the
union of partition elements it intersects, which also constitute a laminar partition of this pooling
interval. This implies that the task of constructing laminar partitions that induce optimal posterior
mean distributions also decouple over pooling intervals. We next provide bounds on the depth of
the laminar structure:

Proposition 2. Consider the setting of Theorem 1.

(i) If |N | = 1, then in each Iθk at most |Θ|+ 2 action profiles are realized.

(ii) If |A| is finite, then w ∈ ∪kIθk almost surely, and in each Iθk at most
∑

i∈N |Ai|2|Θi|+2 action

profiles are realized.

If one restricts attention to non-random action policies (which is wlog for the single agent case)
then Proposition 2 follows immediately by counting the number of side constraints in Lemma 2
and 3 which by Proposition 3 given in the next section limit the depth of the laminar structure.
To cover the case of randomized action policies an additional compactness argument is necessary
which we provide in the appendix.

Note that in Proposition 2 part (i) the number of action profiles that are realized in each interval
is independent of the number of actions available to the agent, whereas this is not the case in part
(ii). In fact, it is possible to construct numerical examples where the number of available actions
impacts this quantity and the depth of the laminar partitional signals (see Appendix B).

This dichotomy emerges since in the single-agent case, any action recommendation perfectly
reveals to the agent the partition element containing the state and the corresponding posterior mean.
As explained in Section 3.2.1 this implies that one can completely express the problem in terms of
indirect utilities which make this equivalent to a problem without action choices. In contrast, in the
multi-agent case due to the uncertainty about other agents’ types and action recommendations the

25Signals that induce such outcomes are relevant when there is a continuum of action profiles.
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partition element does not become common knowledge among the agents. As a consequence, it is
not possible to express the designer’s problem in terms of indirect utilities dropping the actions.

3.4 Maximizing under MPCs and Side Constraints

The next section derives an abstract mathematical result about optimization under MPC constraints
and side constraints that implies Theorem 1 and Proposition 2. We discuss this result separately as
similar mathematical problems emerge in economic applications other than Bayesian persuasion.26

Consider the problem of maximizing the expectation of an arbitrary upper semicontinuous
function v : [0, 1] → R over all distributions G that are mean-preserving contractions of a given
distribution F : [0, 1]→ [0, 1] subject to n ≥ 0 additional linear constraints

max
G�F

∫ 1

0

v(s)dG(s)

s.t.

∫ 1

0

ui(s)dG(s) ≥ 0 for i ∈ {1, . . . , n} .
(14)

Throughout, we assume that the functions ui : [0, 1] → R are continuous. The next result estab-
lishes conditions that need to be satisfied by any solution of problem (14). This result generalizes
earlier results due to Candogan (2019b); Arieli et al. (2020); Kleiner et al. (2020), by allowing for
side-constraints, which enables handling settings with private information and multiple agents.

Proposition 3. Problem (14) admits a solution. For any solution G there exists a countable col-

lection of disjoint intervals I1, I2, . . . such that G equals distribution F outside the intervals, i.e.,

G(x) = F (x) for x /∈ ∪jIj

and each interval Ij = (aj, bj) redistributes the mass of F among at most n + 2 mass points

m1,j,m2,j, . . . ,mn+2,j ∈ Ij

G(x) = G(aj) +
n+2∑
r=1

pr,j1mr,j≤x for x ∈ Ij

with
∑n+2

r=1 pr,j = F (bj)− F (aj) and the same expectation
∫
Ij
xdG(x) =

∫
Ij
xdF (x).

26For example Kleiner et al. (2020) discuss how optimization problems under mean preserving contraction con-
straints naturally arise in delegation problems. We leave the exploration of other applications of this mathematical
result for future work to keep the exposition focused on the persuasion problem.
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The existence of an optimal solution follows from standard arguments exploiting the compact-
ness of the feasible set of (14). To establish the remaining claims of Proposition 3, we first fix an
optimal solution, and consider an interval where the MPC constraint does not bind at this solution.
As both the constraints as well as the objective function in (14) are linear functionals in the CDF
we can optimize over (any subinterval of) this interval fixing the solution on the complement of this
interval, to obtain another optimal solution. In this auxiliary optimization problem the MPC con-
straint is relaxed by a constraint fixing the conditional mean of the distribution on this interval. This
problem is now a maximization problem over distributions subject to the n original constraints and
an additional identical mean constraint. It was shown in Winkler (1988) that each extreme point of
the set of distributions, which are subject to a given number k of linear constraints, is the sum of
at most k+ 1 mass points. For our auxiliary optimization problem, this ensures the existence of an
optimal solution with n+2 mass points. A challenge is to establish that the solution to the auxiliary
problem is feasible and satisfies the MPC constraint. The main idea behind this step is to show that
if it is not feasible, then one can construct an optimal solution where the MPC constraint binds on a
larger set. However, this can never be the case if we start with an optimal solution where the set on
which the MPC constraint binds is maximal (which exists by Zorn’s lemma). Combining such an
initial optimal solution with the optimal solution for the auxiliary optimization problem, we obtain
a new solution that satisfies the conditions of the proposition over this interval. By repeating this
argument for all intervals where the MPC constraint does not bind it follows that the claim holds
for the entire support.

Laminar Structure Let ω be a random variable distributed according to F . Our next result
shows that each interval Ij in Proposition 3 admits a laminar partition such that when the realization
of ω belongs to some Ij , revealing the partition element that contains it and simply revealing ω
when it does not belong to any Ij induces a posterior mean distribution, given by G. Proposition 3
together with this result yields the optimality of partitional signals as stated in Theorem 1, as well
as the depth of the corresponding laminar families presented in Proposition 2.

Proposition 4. Consider the setting of Proposition 3 and let ω be distributed according to F . For

each interval Ij there exists a laminar partition Πj = (Πr,j)k such that for all r ∈ {1, . . . , n+ 2}

P [ω ∈ Πr,j] = pr,j and E [ω|ω ∈ Πr,j] = mr,j . (15)

The proof of this claim relies on a partition lemma (stated in the appendix), which strengthens
this result by shedding light on how the partition Πj can be constructed. The proof of the latter
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lemma is inductive over the number of mass points. When G given in Proposition 3 has two mass
points in Ij , the partition element that corresponds to one of these mass points is an interval and the
other one is the complement of this interval relative to Ij . Moreover, it can be obtained by solving
a system of equations, expressed in terms of the end points of this interval, that satisfy condition
(15). As this partition is laminar this yields the result for the case where there are only 2 mass
points in Ij .

When G consists of k > 2 mass points in Ij one can find a subinterval, such that: (i) the ex-
pected value of ω ∼ F conditional on ω being inside this subinterval equals the value of the largest
mass point, and (ii) the probability assigned to the interval equals the probability G assigns to the
largest mass point. Conditional on ω being outside this interval, the distribution thus only admits
k − 1 mass points and is a mean preserving contraction of the distribution F . This allows us to in-
voke the induction hypothesis to generate a laminar partition such that revealing in which partition
element ω lies generates the desired conditional distribution of the posterior mean. Finally, as this
laminar partition combined with the subinterval associated with the largest mass point of G in Ij
is again a laminar partition, we obtain the result for distributions consisting of k > 2 mass points.

The proof of Proposition 4 (and Lemma 9 of the Appendix) details these arguments, and also
offers an algorithm for constructing a laminar partition satisfying (15).

4 Single Agent Case: Screening vs. No-Screening

In this section, we focus on the single agent case |N | = 1. Throughout we also assume that the
set of actions is finite |A| = {1, . . . , |A|} and the designer’s payoff v(a, θ) depends only on the
action and the agent’s type. Our setting thus reduces to the problem of persuading a privately
informed agent, which is of independent interest. The special case of binary actions was analyzed
in Kolotilin et al. (2017) and Guo and Shmaya (2019) (who analyze this problem under slightly
different assumptions). We first show that in the single agent setting described above – without
restricting attention to binary actions – the optimal (SGR) mechanism can be obtained by solving a
finite-dimensional convex program (Section 4.1). Then, we exemplify the optimal mechanism and
contrast it with the optimal mechanisms derived in the literature by restricting attention further to
binary action settings (Sections 4.2 and 4.3).

4.1 A Convex Program for the Single-Agent Case

As a consequence of Assumption 1 there exist a partition of Ω into intervals (Ba,θ)a∈A such that
action a is optimal for the agent of type θ if and only if his mean belief is in the interval Ba,θ.
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By relabeling the actions for each type we can without loss assume that the intervals Ba,θ =

[ba−1,θ, ba,θ] are ordered with respect to the actions,27 and hence for all m ∈ Ba,θ:

ū(m, θ) = u1(a, θ)m+ u2(a, θ) .

Consider an SGR mechanism with posterior mean distributions (Gθ). Denote by pa,θ the probabil-
ity that action a is recommended to type θ and by ma,θ ∈ Ba,θ the posterior mean induced by this
recommendation. The expected payoff of type θ from reporting his type as θ′ equals∑

a′∈A

pa′,θ′ ū(ma′,θ′ , θ). (16)

Defining
za,θ = ma,θpa,θ

to be the product of the posterior mean ma,θ induced by the action recommendation a and the
probability pa,θ of that recommendation, the incentive compatibility constraint (7) for type θ can
be expressed as:

∑
a∈A

u1(a, θ)za,θ + u2(a, θ)pa,θ ≥
∑
a′∈A

[
max
a∈A

u1(a, θ)za′,θ′ + u2(a, θ)pa′,θ′

]
∀θ′. (17)

Here, the left hand side is the payoff of this type from reporting his type truthfully and subsequently
following the recommendation of the mechanism, whereas the right hand side is the payoff from
reporting type as θ′ and taking the best possible action (possibly different than the recommendation
of the mechanism) given the signal realization. Recall that the distribution Gθ is an MPC of F for
all θ (Lemma 1). Our next lemma establishes that the MPC constraints also admit an equivalent
restatement in terms of (p, z).28

Lemma 4. Gθ � F if and only if
∑

a≥` za,θ ≤
∫ 1

1−
∑
a≥` pa,θ

F−1(x)dx, where the inequality holds

with equality for ` = 1.

Our observations so far establish that the incentive compatibility and MPC constraints can
both be expressed in terms of the (p, z) tuple. As a consequence of these observations we can
reformulate the problem of obtaining optimal SGR mechanisms, given in Proposition 1, in terms

27Formally, 0 = b0,θ ≤ b1,θ ≤ . . . ≤ b|A|,θ = 1. If an action a is never optimal for a type θ set ba−1,θ = ba,θ =
b|A|,θ = 1. This is without loss as no signal induces a posterior belief of 1 with strictly positive probability and the
action thus plays no role in the resulting optimization problem.

28This result is standard and for completeness we include a proof in the online appendix.
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of (p, z) as follows:

max
p∈(∆|A|)Θ

z∈R|A|×|Θ|
y∈R|A|×|Θ|2

∑
θ∈Θ

φ(θ)
∑
a∈A

pa,θv(a, θ)

s.t.
∑
a≥`

za,θ ≤
∫ 1

1−
∑
a≥` pa,θ

F−1(x)dx ∀ θ ∈ Θ, ` > 1,

∑
a∈A

za,θ =

∫ 1

0

F−1(x)dx ∀ θ ∈ Θ,

u1(a, θ)za′,θ′ + u2(a, θ)pa′,θ′ ≤ ya′,θ,θ′ ∀ θ, θ′ ∈ Θ, a, a′ ∈ A,∑
a′∈A

ya′,θ,θ′ ≤
∑
a∈A

(u1(a, θ)za,θ + u2(a, θ)pa,θ) ∀ θ, θ′ ∈ Θ,

pa,θba−1,θ ≤ za,θ ≤ pa,θba,θ ∀ θ ∈ Θ, a ∈ A .

(OPT2)

In this formulation, the first two constraints are the restatement of the MPC constraints (see
Lemma 4). The value ya′,θ,θ′ corresponds to the utility the agent of type θ gets from observing
the signal associated with type θ′ and taking the optimal action when the recommended action
is a′. It can be easily checked that ya′,θ,θ′ = maxa∈A u1(a, θ)za′,θ′ + u2(a, θ)pa′,θ′ at an optimal
solution.29 Thus, it follows that the third and fourth constraints restate the incentive compatibility
constraint (17), by using ya′,θ,θ′ to capture the summands in the right hand side of the aforemen-
tioned constraint. Finally, the last constraint captures that the posterior mean za,θ/pa,θ must lie in
Ba,θ for the action a to be optimal.

It is worth pointing out that (OPT2) is a finite-dimensional convex optimization problem. This
is unlike the infinite dimensional optimization formulation of Proposition 1. (OPT2) restates the
designer’s problem in terms of the (p, z) tuple. Two points about this reformulation are important
to highlight. First, an alternative approach would involve optimizing directly over distributions Gθ

that satisfy the IC constraints (7) and have a single mass point ma,θ ∈ Ba,θ for each a ∈ A with
weight pa,θ. This could be formulated as a finite-dimensional problem as well (by searching over
the location ma,θ and weight pa,θ of each mass point). However, this approach does not yield a
convex optimization formulation as the set of such (p,m) tuples is not convex. The formulation in
(OPT2) amounts to a change of variables that yields a convex program.

Second, given an optimal solution to (OPT2), the distributions (Gθ)θ∈Θ of an optimal SGR
mechanism can be obtained straightforwardly by placing a mass point with weight pa,θ at za,θ/pa,θ

29This is because when ya′,θ,θ′ is strictly larger than the right hand side, it can be decreased to construct another
feasible solution with the same objective.
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for each action a with pa,θ > 0. Moreover, as discussed in Section 3.4, an optimal mechanism that
induces these distributions can be obtained by constructing a laminar partition of the state space
(by following the approach in Proposition 4 and Lemma 9 of the Appendix). These observations
imply our next proposition.

Proposition 5. For every optimal solution (p, z, y) of (OPT2) the SGR mechanism which recom-

mends the action a for type θ with probability pa,θ and induces a posterior mean of za,θ/pa,θ (when

pa,θ > 0) is an optimal mechanism. Moreover, exists a laminar partitional mechanism implement-

ing these distributions.

Remark. For the multi-agent case it is possible to obtain a similar finite-dimensional optimization
problem. However, in this case, there are two difficulties. First, while in the single-agent case the
actions associated with different posterior mean levels are known, this is not the case for multiple
agents. This issue can be circumvented by optimizing over the order of posterior mean levels
associated with different action profiles. Second, unlike the formulation of this section the resulting
optimization problem is non-convex. In some instances, including the one in Section 2.1, one
can get around these difficulties by leveraging further structure of the problem. More generally,
numerical methods for non-convex optimization can be used. See Appendix C for details.

4.2 An Example

Section 2.1 illustrates optimal laminar partitional mechanisms in a Cournot game. We next illus-
trate our results through a simpler single agent example. This example generalizes the buyer-seller
setting from Kolotilin et al. (2017), who assume single unit demand, to the case where the buyer
can demand more than one unit and has a decreasing marginal utility in the number of units. As our
example coincides with their setup for the case of a single unit, this example allows us to highlight
the effects of the buyer having more than two actions.

In this example, the agent is a buyer who decides how many units of an indivisible good to
purchase. He is privately informed about his type which captures his taste for the good. The
designer is a seller who controls information about the quality of the good, captured by the state.
We assume that prices are linear in consumption and set the price of one unit of the good to 10/3.
The utility the buyer derives from the a-th unit of the good is given by

(θ + ω) max{5− a, 0} .

His marginal utility of consumption decreases linearly in the number of goods, increases in the
good’s quality ω, and in his taste parameter θ. The quality of the good is distributed uniformly in
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[0, 1] and the buyer’s taste parameter either takes a low θ = 0.3, intermediate θ = 0.45, or high
value θ = 0.6 with equal probability. The seller commits to a laminar partitional mechanism to
maximize the (expected) number of units sold. It is straightforward to see that in this problem
the agent considers finitely many actions: purchasing 0, 1 and 2 units (see Appendix D). Hence
the designer’s problem can be formulated and solved using the finite-dimensional convex program
of Section 4.1. We solve this program, and construct the optimal laminar partitional mechanism
(displayed in Figure 3).30
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0�
<latexit sha1_base64="zVdsYsYQ91g9pQyt+IhxIJuSDQ4=">AAACDHicbVC7SgNBFL0bXzG+opZaLAbBxrBro3ZBG8sEjArJIrOzNzpk9sHMXUlY9gNs/BUbi4jY+gF2dn6Ks4mFGg8MHM45lzv3+IkUmhznwyrNzM7NL5QXK0vLK6tr1fWNCx2nimObxzJWVz7TKEWEbRIk8SpRyEJf4qXfPy38yztUWsTROQ0T9EJ2E4me4IyMdF2tdQkHxIXiEoOsq5jQ6MeDbN+pHyeUZ06eV0zKqTtj2NPE/Sa1xvao9QkAzevqezeIeRpiRFwyrTuuk5CXMUXCrMkr3VRjwnif3WDH0IiFqL1sfExu7xolsHuxMi8ie6z+nMhYqPUw9E0yZHSr/3qF+J/XSal35GUiSlLCiE8W9VJpU2wXzdiBUMhJDg1hXAnzV5vfMsU4mf6KEty/J0+Ti4O669TdlmnjBCYowxbswB64cAgNOIMmtIHDPTzCCJ6tB+vJerFeJ9GS9T2zCb9gvX0BAqmdxA==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="RtjaSm42PgTKxPTWSoVIKzUsghc=">AAACDHicbVC7SgNBFJ2NrxhfUUtFFoNgY9i1UbugjWUC5gHJEmYnN8mQ2QczdyVh2dLCxl+xsYiIrR9g5zf4E84mKTTxwMDhnHO5c48bCq7Qsr6MzNLyyupadj23sbm1vZPf3aupIJIMqiwQgWy4VIHgPlSRo4BGKIF6roC6O7hJ/fo9SMUD/w5HITge7fm8yxlFLbXzhRbCEBmXTEAnbknKFbjBMD6zilchJrGVJDmdsorWBOYisWekUDocV74fjsbldv6z1QlY5IGPTFClmrYVohNTiVyvSXKtSEFI2YD2oKmpTz1QTjw5JjFPtNIxu4HUz0dzov6eiKmn1MhzddKj2FfzXir+5zUj7F46MffDCMFn00XdSJgYmGkzZodLYChGmlAmuf6ryfpUUoa6v7QEe/7kRVI7L9pW0a7oNq7JFFlyQI7JKbHJBSmRW1ImVcLII3kmY/JqPBkvxpvxPo1mjNnMPvkD4+MH4N+fKg==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="RtjaSm42PgTKxPTWSoVIKzUsghc=">AAACDHicbVC7SgNBFJ2NrxhfUUtFFoNgY9i1UbugjWUC5gHJEmYnN8mQ2QczdyVh2dLCxl+xsYiIrR9g5zf4E84mKTTxwMDhnHO5c48bCq7Qsr6MzNLyyupadj23sbm1vZPf3aupIJIMqiwQgWy4VIHgPlSRo4BGKIF6roC6O7hJ/fo9SMUD/w5HITge7fm8yxlFLbXzhRbCEBmXTEAnbknKFbjBMD6zilchJrGVJDmdsorWBOYisWekUDocV74fjsbldv6z1QlY5IGPTFClmrYVohNTiVyvSXKtSEFI2YD2oKmpTz1QTjw5JjFPtNIxu4HUz0dzov6eiKmn1MhzddKj2FfzXir+5zUj7F46MffDCMFn00XdSJgYmGkzZodLYChGmlAmuf6ryfpUUoa6v7QEe/7kRVI7L9pW0a7oNq7JFFlyQI7JKbHJBSmRW1ImVcLII3kmY/JqPBkvxpvxPo1mjNnMPvkD4+MH4N+fKg==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="rliNoYj+5WygOcGtMKE8kqGC78Y=">AAACDHicbVC7SgNBFJ2NrxhfUUubxSDYGGZt1C5oYxnBPCBZwuzkJhky+2DmriQs+wE2/oqNhSK2foCdf+NssoUmHhg4nHMud+7xIik0UvptFVZW19Y3ipulre2d3b3y/kFTh7Hi0OChDFXbYxqkCKCBAiW0IwXM9yS0vPFN5rceQGkRBvc4jcD12TAQA8EZGqlXrnQRJsiF4hL6SVcxocELJ8kZrV5FmCY0TUsmRat0BnuZODmpkBz1Xvmr2w957EOAXDKtOw6N0E2YQmHWpKVurCFifMyG0DE0YD5oN5kdk9onRunbg1CZF6A9U39PJMzXeup7JukzHOlFLxP/8zoxDi7dRARRjBDw+aJBLG0M7awZuy8UcJRTQxhXwvzV5iOmGEfTX1aCs3jyMmmeVx1ade5opXad11EkR+SYnBKHXJAauSV10iCcPJJn8krerCfrxXq3PubRgpXPHJI/sD5/APKgm38=</latexit>

0�
<latexit sha1_base64="zVdsYsYQ91g9pQyt+IhxIJuSDQ4=">AAACDHicbVC7SgNBFL0bXzG+opZaLAbBxrBro3ZBG8sEjArJIrOzNzpk9sHMXUlY9gNs/BUbi4jY+gF2dn6Ks4mFGg8MHM45lzv3+IkUmhznwyrNzM7NL5QXK0vLK6tr1fWNCx2nimObxzJWVz7TKEWEbRIk8SpRyEJf4qXfPy38yztUWsTROQ0T9EJ2E4me4IyMdF2tdQkHxIXiEoOsq5jQ6MeDbN+pHyeUZ06eV0zKqTtj2NPE/Sa1xvao9QkAzevqezeIeRpiRFwyrTuuk5CXMUXCrMkr3VRjwnif3WDH0IiFqL1sfExu7xolsHuxMi8ie6z+nMhYqPUw9E0yZHSr/3qF+J/XSal35GUiSlLCiE8W9VJpU2wXzdiBUMhJDg1hXAnzV5vfMsU4mf6KEty/J0+Ti4O669TdlmnjBCYowxbswB64cAgNOIMmtIHDPTzCCJ6tB+vJerFeJ9GS9T2zCb9gvX0BAqmdxA==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="RtjaSm42PgTKxPTWSoVIKzUsghc=">AAACDHicbVC7SgNBFJ2NrxhfUUtFFoNgY9i1UbugjWUC5gHJEmYnN8mQ2QczdyVh2dLCxl+xsYiIrR9g5zf4E84mKTTxwMDhnHO5c48bCq7Qsr6MzNLyyupadj23sbm1vZPf3aupIJIMqiwQgWy4VIHgPlSRo4BGKIF6roC6O7hJ/fo9SMUD/w5HITge7fm8yxlFLbXzhRbCEBmXTEAnbknKFbjBMD6zilchJrGVJDmdsorWBOYisWekUDocV74fjsbldv6z1QlY5IGPTFClmrYVohNTiVyvSXKtSEFI2YD2oKmpTz1QTjw5JjFPtNIxu4HUz0dzov6eiKmn1MhzddKj2FfzXir+5zUj7F46MffDCMFn00XdSJgYmGkzZodLYChGmlAmuf6ryfpUUoa6v7QEe/7kRVI7L9pW0a7oNq7JFFlyQI7JKbHJBSmRW1ImVcLII3kmY/JqPBkvxpvxPo1mjNnMPvkD4+MH4N+fKg==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="RtjaSm42PgTKxPTWSoVIKzUsghc=">AAACDHicbVC7SgNBFJ2NrxhfUUtFFoNgY9i1UbugjWUC5gHJEmYnN8mQ2QczdyVh2dLCxl+xsYiIrR9g5zf4E84mKTTxwMDhnHO5c48bCq7Qsr6MzNLyyupadj23sbm1vZPf3aupIJIMqiwQgWy4VIHgPlSRo4BGKIF6roC6O7hJ/fo9SMUD/w5HITge7fm8yxlFLbXzhRbCEBmXTEAnbknKFbjBMD6zilchJrGVJDmdsorWBOYisWekUDocV74fjsbldv6z1QlY5IGPTFClmrYVohNTiVyvSXKtSEFI2YD2oKmpTz1QTjw5JjFPtNIxu4HUz0dzov6eiKmn1MhzddKj2FfzXir+5zUj7F46MffDCMFn00XdSJgYmGkzZodLYChGmlAmuf6ryfpUUoa6v7QEe/7kRVI7L9pW0a7oNq7JFFlyQI7JKbHJBSmRW1ImVcLII3kmY/JqPBkvxpvxPo1mjNnMPvkD4+MH4N+fKg==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="rliNoYj+5WygOcGtMKE8kqGC78Y=">AAACDHicbVC7SgNBFJ2NrxhfUUubxSDYGGZt1C5oYxnBPCBZwuzkJhky+2DmriQs+wE2/oqNhSK2foCdf+NssoUmHhg4nHMud+7xIik0UvptFVZW19Y3ipulre2d3b3y/kFTh7Hi0OChDFXbYxqkCKCBAiW0IwXM9yS0vPFN5rceQGkRBvc4jcD12TAQA8EZGqlXrnQRJsiF4hL6SVcxocELJ8kZrV5FmCY0TUsmRat0BnuZODmpkBz1Xvmr2w957EOAXDKtOw6N0E2YQmHWpKVurCFifMyG0DE0YD5oN5kdk9onRunbg1CZF6A9U39PJMzXeup7JukzHOlFLxP/8zoxDi7dRARRjBDw+aJBLG0M7awZuy8UcJRTQxhXwvzV5iOmGEfTX1aCs3jyMmmeVx1ade5opXad11EkR+SYnBKHXJAauSV10iCcPJJn8krerCfrxXq3PubRgpXPHJI/sD5/APKgm38=</latexit>

1�
<latexit sha1_base64="y0Mi7NSXmvycL44+WG5VycwQK0k=">AAACDHicbVC7TsNAEFzzJrwClFBYICQaLJsG6BA0lCCRh5RE0fmyTk6cz9bdGhFZ/gAafoWGAoRo+QA6Oj6Fy6OAwEgnjWZmtbcTplIY8v1PZ2p6ZnZufmGxtLS8srpWXt+omiTTHCs8kYmuh8ygFAorJEhiPdXI4lBiLbw5H/i1W9RGJOqa+im2YtZVIhKckZXa5d0m4R1xobnETt7UTBgMk7v8wPdOUiryoChKNuV7/hDuXxKMye7p9vPVFwBctssfzU7CsxgVccmMaQR+Sq2caRJ2TVFqZgZTxm9YFxuWKhajaeXDYwp3zyodN0q0fYrcofpzImexMf04tMmYUc9MegPxP6+RUXTcyoVKM0LFR4uiTLqUuINm3I7QyEn2LWFcC/tXl/eYZpxsf4MSgsmT/5LqoRf4XnBl2ziDERZgC3ZgHwI4glO4gEuoAId7eIRneHEenCfn1XkbRaec8cwm/ILz/g0EMJ3F</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="UrR05no+74M+E8ktyhruHjKeVyc=">AAACDHicbVC7SgNBFJ2NrxhfUUtFFoNgY9i1UbugjWUC5gHJEmYnN8mQ2QczdyVh2dLCxl+xsYiIrR9g5zf4E84mKTTxwMDhnHO5c48bCq7Qsr6MzNLyyupadj23sbm1vZPf3aupIJIMqiwQgWy4VIHgPlSRo4BGKIF6roC6O7hJ/fo9SMUD/w5HITge7fm8yxlFLbXzhRbCEBmXTEAnbknKFbjBMD6zilchJrGdJDmdsorWBOYisWekUDocV74fjsbldv6z1QlY5IGPTFClmrYVohNTiVyvSXKtSEFI2YD2oKmpTz1QTjw5JjFPtNIxu4HUz0dzov6eiKmn1MhzddKj2FfzXir+5zUj7F46MffDCMFn00XdSJgYmGkzZodLYChGmlAmuf6ryfpUUoa6v7QEe/7kRVI7L9pW0a7oNq7JFFlyQI7JKbHJBSmRW1ImVcLII3kmY/JqPBkvxpvxPo1mjNnMPvkD4+MH4mafKw==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="UrR05no+74M+E8ktyhruHjKeVyc=">AAACDHicbVC7SgNBFJ2NrxhfUUtFFoNgY9i1UbugjWUC5gHJEmYnN8mQ2QczdyVh2dLCxl+xsYiIrR9g5zf4E84mKTTxwMDhnHO5c48bCq7Qsr6MzNLyyupadj23sbm1vZPf3aupIJIMqiwQgWy4VIHgPlSRo4BGKIF6roC6O7hJ/fo9SMUD/w5HITge7fm8yxlFLbXzhRbCEBmXTEAnbknKFbjBMD6zilchJrGdJDmdsorWBOYisWekUDocV74fjsbldv6z1QlY5IGPTFClmrYVohNTiVyvSXKtSEFI2YD2oKmpTz1QTjw5JjFPtNIxu4HUz0dzov6eiKmn1MhzddKj2FfzXir+5zUj7F46MffDCMFn00XdSJgYmGkzZodLYChGmlAmuf6ryfpUUoa6v7QEe/7kRVI7L9pW0a7oNq7JFFlyQI7JKbHJBSmRW1ImVcLII3kmY/JqPBkvxpvxPo1mjNnMPvkD4+MH4mafKw==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="tyneCXYH7CEH+eHnRGNgReyZauE=">AAACDHicbVC7SgNBFJ2NrxhfUUubwSDYGHZt1C5oYxnBPCAJYXb2bjJk9sHMXUlY9gNs/BUbC0Vs/QA7/8bZJIUmHhg4nHMud+5xYyk02va3VVhZXVvfKG6WtrZ3dvfK+wdNHSWKQ4NHMlJtl2mQIoQGCpTQjhWwwJXQckc3ud96AKVFFN7jJIZewAah8AVnaKR+udJFGCMXikvw0q5iQoMbjdMzu3oVY5Y6WVYyKbtqT0GXiTMnFTJHvV/+6noRTwIIkUumdcexY+ylTKEwa7JSN9EQMz5iA+gYGrIAdC+dHpPRE6N41I+UeSHSqfp7ImWB1pPANcmA4VAvern4n9dJ0L/spSKME4SQzxb5iaQY0bwZ6gkFHOXEEMaVMH+lfMgU42j6y0twFk9eJs3zqmNXnTu7Urue11EkR+SYnBKHXJAauSV10iCcPJJn8krerCfrxXq3PmbRgjWfOSR/YH3+APQnm4A=</latexit>

2�
<latexit sha1_base64="VA2ggzuhnR9TlvBvPQzX/PInoeo=">AAACDHicbVC7SgNBFL3r2/iKWmqxKIKNYTeN2ok2lgmYKCSLzM7eJENmH8zclYRlP8DGX7GxiIitH2Bn56c4m1io8cDA4ZxzuXOPn0ihyXE+rJnZufmFxaXl0srq2vpGeXOrqeNUcWzwWMbqxmcapYiwQYIk3iQKWehLvPb7F4V/fYdKizi6omGCXsi6kegIzshIt+X9NuGAuFBcYpC1FRMa/XiQHTmV04TyrJrnJZNyKs4Y9jRxv8n+2e6o/gkAtdvyezuIeRpiRFwyrVuuk5CXMUXCrMlL7VRjwnifdbFlaMRC1F42Pia3D4wS2J1YmReRPVZ/TmQs1HoY+iYZMurpv14h/ue1UuqceJmIkpQw4pNFnVTaFNtFM3YgFHKSQ0MYV8L81eY9phgn019Rgvv35GnSrFZcp+LWTRvnMMES7MAeHIILx3AGl1CDBnC4h0cYwbP1YD1ZL9brJDpjfc9swy9Yb18Ft53G</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="COEoE9v80vfjxFFEmkG0TCAwXLQ=">AAACDHicbVC7SgNBFJ31GeMraqnIYhBsDLtp1C5oY5mAeUCyhNnJTTJk9sHMXUlYtrSw8VdsLCJi6wfY+Q3+hLNJCk08MHA451zu3OOGgiu0rC9jaXlldW09s5Hd3Nre2c3t7ddUEEkGVRaIQDZcqkBwH6rIUUAjlEA9V0DdHdykfv0epOKBf4ejEByP9nze5Yyiltq5fAthiIxLJqATtyTlCtxgGJ9bhasQk7iYJFmdsgrWBOYisWckXzoaV74fjsfldu6z1QlY5IGPTFClmrYVohNTiVyvSbKtSEFI2YD2oKmpTz1QTjw5JjFPtdIxu4HUz0dzov6eiKmn1MhzddKj2FfzXir+5zUj7F46MffDCMFn00XdSJgYmGkzZodLYChGmlAmuf6ryfpUUoa6v7QEe/7kRVIrFmyrYFd0G9dkigw5JCfkjNjkgpTILSmTKmHkkTyTMXk1nowX4814n0aXjNnMAfkD4+MH4+2fLA==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="COEoE9v80vfjxFFEmkG0TCAwXLQ=">AAACDHicbVC7SgNBFJ31GeMraqnIYhBsDLtp1C5oY5mAeUCyhNnJTTJk9sHMXUlYtrSw8VdsLCJi6wfY+Q3+hLNJCk08MHA451zu3OOGgiu0rC9jaXlldW09s5Hd3Nre2c3t7ddUEEkGVRaIQDZcqkBwH6rIUUAjlEA9V0DdHdykfv0epOKBf4ejEByP9nze5Yyiltq5fAthiIxLJqATtyTlCtxgGJ9bhasQk7iYJFmdsgrWBOYisWckXzoaV74fjsfldu6z1QlY5IGPTFClmrYVohNTiVyvSbKtSEFI2YD2oKmpTz1QTjw5JjFPtdIxu4HUz0dzov6eiKmn1MhzddKj2FfzXir+5zUj7F46MffDCMFn00XdSJgYmGkzZodLYChGmlAmuf6ryfpUUoa6v7QEe/7kRVIrFmyrYFd0G9dkigw5JCfkjNjkgpTILSmTKmHkkTyTMXk1nowX4814n0aXjNnMAfkD4+MH4+2fLA==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="lcFW0/Zm1UvBTCzl9LGV1ByIb2g=">AAACDHicbVDLSsNAFJ34rPVVdekmWAQ3hqQbdVd047KCfUBTymR62w6dTMLMjbSEfIAbf8WNC0Xc+gHu/BsnbRfaemDgcM653LkniAXX6Lrf1srq2vrGZmGruL2zu7dfOjhs6ChRDOosEpFqBVSD4BLqyFFAK1ZAw0BAMxjd5H7zAZTmkbzHSQydkA4k73NG0UjdUtlHGCPjignopb6iXEMQjdNz17mKMUsrWVY0Kddxp7CXiTcnZTJHrVv68nsRS0KQyATVuu25MXZSqpCbNVnRTzTElI3oANqGShqC7qTTYzL71Cg9ux8p8yTaU/X3REpDrSdhYJIhxaFe9HLxP6+dYP+yk3IZJwiSzRb1E2FjZOfN2D2ugKGYGEKZ4uavNhtSRRma/vISvMWTl0mj4niu49255er1vI4COSYn5Ix45IJUyS2pkTph5JE8k1fyZj1ZL9a79TGLrljzmSPyB9bnD/Wum4E=</latexit>

2�
<latexit sha1_base64="VA2ggzuhnR9TlvBvPQzX/PInoeo=">AAACDHicbVC7SgNBFL3r2/iKWmqxKIKNYTeN2ok2lgmYKCSLzM7eJENmH8zclYRlP8DGX7GxiIitH2Bn56c4m1io8cDA4ZxzuXOPn0ihyXE+rJnZufmFxaXl0srq2vpGeXOrqeNUcWzwWMbqxmcapYiwQYIk3iQKWehLvPb7F4V/fYdKizi6omGCXsi6kegIzshIt+X9NuGAuFBcYpC1FRMa/XiQHTmV04TyrJrnJZNyKs4Y9jRxv8n+2e6o/gkAtdvyezuIeRpiRFwyrVuuk5CXMUXCrMlL7VRjwnifdbFlaMRC1F42Pia3D4wS2J1YmReRPVZ/TmQs1HoY+iYZMurpv14h/ue1UuqceJmIkpQw4pNFnVTaFNtFM3YgFHKSQ0MYV8L81eY9phgn019Rgvv35GnSrFZcp+LWTRvnMMES7MAeHIILx3AGl1CDBnC4h0cYwbP1YD1ZL9brJDpjfc9swy9Yb18Ft53G</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="COEoE9v80vfjxFFEmkG0TCAwXLQ=">AAACDHicbVC7SgNBFJ31GeMraqnIYhBsDLtp1C5oY5mAeUCyhNnJTTJk9sHMXUlYtrSw8VdsLCJi6wfY+Q3+hLNJCk08MHA451zu3OOGgiu0rC9jaXlldW09s5Hd3Nre2c3t7ddUEEkGVRaIQDZcqkBwH6rIUUAjlEA9V0DdHdykfv0epOKBf4ejEByP9nze5Yyiltq5fAthiIxLJqATtyTlCtxgGJ9bhasQk7iYJFmdsgrWBOYisWckXzoaV74fjsfldu6z1QlY5IGPTFClmrYVohNTiVyvSbKtSEFI2YD2oKmpTz1QTjw5JjFPtdIxu4HUz0dzov6eiKmn1MhzddKj2FfzXir+5zUj7F46MffDCMFn00XdSJgYmGkzZodLYChGmlAmuf6ryfpUUoa6v7QEe/7kRVIrFmyrYFd0G9dkigw5JCfkjNjkgpTILSmTKmHkkTyTMXk1nowX4814n0aXjNnMAfkD4+MH4+2fLA==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="COEoE9v80vfjxFFEmkG0TCAwXLQ=">AAACDHicbVC7SgNBFJ31GeMraqnIYhBsDLtp1C5oY5mAeUCyhNnJTTJk9sHMXUlYtrSw8VdsLCJi6wfY+Q3+hLNJCk08MHA451zu3OOGgiu0rC9jaXlldW09s5Hd3Nre2c3t7ddUEEkGVRaIQDZcqkBwH6rIUUAjlEA9V0DdHdykfv0epOKBf4ejEByP9nze5Yyiltq5fAthiIxLJqATtyTlCtxgGJ9bhasQk7iYJFmdsgrWBOYisWckXzoaV74fjsfldu6z1QlY5IGPTFClmrYVohNTiVyvSbKtSEFI2YD2oKmpTz1QTjw5JjFPtdIxu4HUz0dzov6eiKmn1MhzddKj2FfzXir+5zUj7F46MffDCMFn00XdSJgYmGkzZodLYChGmlAmuf6ryfpUUoa6v7QEe/7kRVIrFmyrYFd0G9dkigw5JCfkjNjkgpTILSmTKmHkkTyTMXk1nowX4814n0aXjNnMAfkD4+MH4+2fLA==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="lcFW0/Zm1UvBTCzl9LGV1ByIb2g=">AAACDHicbVDLSsNAFJ34rPVVdekmWAQ3hqQbdVd047KCfUBTymR62w6dTMLMjbSEfIAbf8WNC0Xc+gHu/BsnbRfaemDgcM653LkniAXX6Lrf1srq2vrGZmGruL2zu7dfOjhs6ChRDOosEpFqBVSD4BLqyFFAK1ZAw0BAMxjd5H7zAZTmkbzHSQydkA4k73NG0UjdUtlHGCPjignopb6iXEMQjdNz17mKMUsrWVY0Kddxp7CXiTcnZTJHrVv68nsRS0KQyATVuu25MXZSqpCbNVnRTzTElI3oANqGShqC7qTTYzL71Cg9ux8p8yTaU/X3REpDrSdhYJIhxaFe9HLxP6+dYP+yk3IZJwiSzRb1E2FjZOfN2D2ugKGYGEKZ4uavNhtSRRma/vISvMWTl0mj4niu49255er1vI4COSYn5Ix45IJUyS2pkTph5JE8k1fyZj1ZL9a79TGLrljzmSPyB9bnD/Wum4E=</latexit>
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Figure 3: The optimal SGR mechanism.

In this figure, each bar represents the state space and its differently colored regions the optimal
partition (for the corresponding type). For each type, the designer reveals whether the state belongs
to the region(s) marked with 0, 1, 2; and the buyer finds it optimal to purchase the corresponding
number of units. Under the optimal mechanism, the expected purchase quantity increases with
the type.31 While the expected quantities are ordered, the quantities purchased by different types
for a given state are not. For instance, for states between 0.79 and 0.83 the low and the high
types purchase two units, and the medium type purchases one unit. Note that this implies that
the purchase regions of buyers are not “nested” in the sense of Guo and Shmaya (2019), who
establish the optimality of such a nested structure for the case of two actions |A| = 2. Moreover,
low and medium types may end up purchasing lower quantities in some high states, than they
do for lower states. In fact, under the optimal mechanism, for the best and the worst states, the
low type purchases zero units. Thus, in the optimal mechanism, the low and medium type of the
buyer sometimes consume a smaller quantity of the good if it is of higher quality. This (maybe
counterintuitive) feature of the optimal mechanism is a consequence of the incentive constraints:
By pooling some high states with low states, one makes it less appealing for the high type to deviate

30In the figure, the cutoffs are reported after rounding, e.g., the cutoff for the high type is approximately at 0.06.
For sake of exposition, in our discussion we stick to the rounded values.

31This can be seen as the high type purchases two units in the states where the medium type purchases only one
unit, which in turn leads to higher expected purchase. Similarly, when the low type purchases zero units, the medium
type purchases zero or one units; and the size of the set of states where the medium type purchases two units is larger
than that for the low type.
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and observe the signal meant for a lower type.

Remark. In case of binary actions and under some assumptions on the payoff structure,32 Kolotilin
et al. (2017) and Guo and Shmaya (2019) establish that the optimal mechanism admits a “public”
implementation. For each type the corresponding laminar partitional signal induces one action in
a subinterval of the state space, and the other action in the complement of this interval. It can
be shown that these intervals are nested which implies that the mechanism that reveals messages
associated with different types to all agent types is still optimal. Thus, as opposed to first eliciting
types and then sharing with each type the realization of the signal associated with this type, the
designer can achieve the optimal outcome by sharing a signal (which encodes the information of
the signals of all types) publicly with all agent types. In other words, screening is not useful. By
contrast, it is straightforward to establish that the mechanism illustrated in Figure 3 does not admit
a public implementation, and any public mechanism yields strictly lower payoffs to the designer.
See Appendix D for further details.

Remark. Given the mechanism of Figure 3, one can readily check which incentive compatibility
constraints are binding. It turns out that both the medium and the high types are indifferent among
reporting their types as low, medium, or high. Similarly, the low type is indifferent between re-
porting his type as low or medium, but achieves strictly lower payoff from reporting his type as
high. Interestingly, these observations imply that unlike in classical mechanism design settings
“non-local” incentive constraints might bind in the optimal mechanism.33

4.3 The Value of Screening and Private Signals

As discussed earlier, the optimal laminar partitional mechanism reveals different signals to differ-
ent types. What if we restricted attention to public signals where all types observe the same sig-
nal? Suppose that the designer’s payoff is non-negative. For any mechanism (µ1, . . . , µn) where
different types observe different signals, the designer can always construct a public mechanism
(µθ, . . . , µθ) where each type observes the signal µθ associated with type θ in the original mech-
anism. Denoting by Gθ the posterior mean distribution under µθ, we conclude that doing so and

32Both papers normalize the payoff of the action 0 to zero. The assumption in Kolotilin et al. (2017) is equivalent
to the assumption that for θ′ ≤ θ if E [u(1, ω, θ′)] ≥ 0 then E [u(1, ω, θ)] ≥ 0 under any probability measure. Guo
and Shmaya (2019) establish this result under assumptions that in our setting are equivalent to ω 7→ u(1,ω,θ)

v(1,ω,θ) and

ω 7→ u(1,ω,θ)
u(1,ω,θ′) are increasing for all θ′ ≤ θ.

33This in despite the fact that the agent’s utility is supermodular in his actions and type.
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choosing θ optimally guarantees her a payoff of

max
θ∈Θ

φ(θ)

∫
Ω

v̄(s, θ)dGθ(s) .

Since the designer’s payoff is nonnegative, this is at least a 1/|Θ| fraction of the payoff achieved
by the original mechanism: ∑

θ∈Θ

φ(θ)

∫
Ω

v̄(s, θ)dGθ(s) .

Thus, a public mechanism guarantees a 1/|Θ| fraction of the payoff achieved by the optimal mech-
anism to the designer. We next establish that this bound is tight.

Proposition 6. Assume that the designer’s utility v is non-negative.

(i) In any problem there exists a public persuasion mechanism which achieves a 1/|Θ| fraction

of the optimal value achievable by an optimal mechanism.

(ii) In some problems no public persuasion mechanism yields more than a 1/|Θ| fraction of the

optimal value achievable by an optimal mechanism.

We prove (the second part of) this proposition by explicitly constructing an example where the
1/|Θ| ratio is achieved. The idea behind the example is to give all types of the agent identical
preferences and chose the payoff of the designer such that she wants different types of the agent
to chose different actions. In a public mechanism all agents have to choose the same action which
leads to at most 1 out of |Θ| types choosing the action preferred by the designer. The example
is constructed such that in a mechanism with private signals the designer can induce all types to
chose her most preferred action. If the payoff from inducing the correct action equals 1 and the
payoff from any other action to the designer equals 0, this achieves the 1/|Θ| bound. The main
challenge in the construction, which is handled through a careful choice of payoffs, is to ensure
that all types of the agent are indifferent between all signals to ensure that no type has incentives
to misreport.

Two points are worthwhile highlighting about the example. First, it achieves the worst case
1/|Θ| bound even when attention is restricted to a simple subclass of problem instances. For
instance, the designer has a payoff of either 0 or 1 for different actions of the agent, and the agent
has finitely many actions and type-independent utility functions. Second, by relabeling the actions
one can easily modify the example such that the designer’s utility is independent of the agent’s
type and the agent’s utility depends on his type. Proposition 6 thus holds unchanged even if one
restricts attention to problems where the designer’s utility depends only on the agent’s action, but
not on his type or belief.
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5 Discussion and Conclusion

Our results can be extended in various dimensions. Persuasion problems where the designer’s
payoff depends on the induced posterior mean, but the admissible posterior mean distributions
need to satisfy additional side-constraints are naturally subsumed. Below we discuss some other
economically-relevant extensions and applications of our results.

Type-Dependent Participation Constraints In our analysis we can allow each type of an agent
to face a participation constraint. That is, the mechanism must provide the relevant type with at
least some given expected utility. Our analysis and results carry over to this case unchanged as
(IC) already encodes such an endogenous constraint capturing the value of deviating by observing
the signal meant for another type. To adjust the result for this case one just needs to in addition
include the value of opting out of the mechanism in the incentive constraint.

Competition among Multiple Designers Another application of our approach is to competition
among multiple designers. Suppose that each designer offers a mechanism and the agents can
choose to observe the signal of one of them.34 Each designer receives a higher payoff if an agent
chooses her mechanism and might have different preferences over the agents’ actions. Again the
designer has to ensure that the signal she provides each type of an agent with, yields a sufficiently
high utility such that this type does not prefer to observe either another signal of the same designer
or a signal provided by a different designer. This situation corresponds to an endogenous type-
dependent participation constraint which is determined in equilibrium. As our analysis works for
any participation constraint it also carries over to this case.

Beyond Persuasion Problems An immediate extension is to allow the designer to influence
the agents’ utilities by also designing transfers. For instance, in the context of the example of
Section 4.2, the seller might not only control the information she provides to the buyer, but also
might charge different buyers different prices. Such settings are considered, e.g., in Wei and Green
(2020); Guo, Li and Shi (2020); Yang (2020); Yamashita and Zhu (2021). As our results apply
for any utility function, it is still without loss to restrict attention to laminar partitional signals.
Consider the case of a single agent, who (i) has finitely many actions, and (ii) his preferences are
quasi-linear in the transfers. The designer’s optimal mechanism (which now determines the infor-
mation structure as well as the transfers) can be formulated following an approach similar to the

34Another plausible model of competition is one where the agents can observe the signals of all designers. For an
analysis of this situation see Gentzkow and Kamenica (2016a).
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one in Section 4.1. Additional variables which capture transfers need to be added to the optimiza-
tion formulation of that section. Due to (i) these transfers can be represented by finite-dimensional
vectors, and due to (ii) the resulting problem remains convex. Thus, similar to Section 4.1 an
optimal mechanism can be obtained tractably by solving a finite-dimensional convex program.

Finally, while this paper focused on persuasion problems, the mathematical result we obtain
on maximization problems over mean preserving contractions under side-constraints can be ap-
plied in other economic settings which lead to similar mathematical formulations. For example as
first observed in Kolotilin and Zapechelnyuk (2019) the persuasion problem is closely related to
delegation problems where the agent privately observes the state and the designer commits to an
action as a function of a message sent by the agent. Kleiner et al. (2020) show that this problem
can be reformulated as a maximization problem under majorization constraints which is a special
case of the problem we discuss in Section 3.4. Our results thus allow one to analyze delegation
problems where there is a constraint on the actions taken by the designer.35 For example if the
agent is the manager of a subdivision of a firm and the designer is the CEO who allocates money
to that subdivision depending on the manager’s report, our results allow one to analyze the case
where the CEO faces a budget constraint and on average cannot allocate more than a given amount
to that subdivision.

Appendix

Lemma 5. Suppose ui : [0, 1] → R is a continuous function for i ∈ {1, . . . , n}. The set of

distributions G : [0, 1]→ [0, 1] that satisfy G � F and∫ 1

0

ui(s)dG(s) ≥ 0 for i ∈ {1, . . . , n} (18)

is compact in the weak topology.

As Lemma 5 is a standard result we relegated its proof to the online appendix.

Lemma 6. Let F,G : [0, 1] → [0, 1] be CDFs and let F be continuous. Suppose that G is a

35While mathematically closely related, the delegation problem is economically fundamentally different from the
persuasion problem. For example the majorization constraint in the delegation problem corresponds to an incentive
compatibility constraint while it corresponds to a feasibility constraint in the persuasion problem. The side constraints
correspond to a feasibility constraint in the delegation problem while they correspond to an incentive compatibility
constraint in the persuasion problem.
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mean-preserving contraction of F and for some x ∈ [0, 1]∫ 1

x

F (s)ds =

∫ 1

x

G(s)ds.

Then F (x) = G(x). Furthermore, G is continuous at x.

Proof. Define the function L : [0, 1] → R as L(z) =
∫ 1

z
F (s) − G(s)ds . As G is a mean-

preserving contraction of F we have that L(z) ≤ 0 for all z ∈ [0, 1]. By the assumption of the
lemma L(x) = 0. By definition L is absolutely continuous and has a weak derivative, which we
denote by L′(z) = G(z) − F (z). As F is continuous L′ has only up-ward jumps and is right-
continuous. For L to have a maximum at x we need that limz↗x L

′(z) ≥ 0 and limz↘x L
′(z) ≤ 0.

This implies that
lim
z↘x

G(z)− F (z) ≤ 0 ≤ lim
z↗x

G(z)− F (z).

In turn, this implies that limz↘xG(z) ≤ limz↗xG(z). As G is a CDF it is non-decreasing and
thus G is continuous at x. Consequently, L is continuously differentiable at x and as L admits a
maximum at x, we have that 0 = L′(x) = G(x)− F (x).

Lemma 7. Fix an interval [a, b] ⊆ [0, 1], c ∈ R, upper semicontinuous v : [0, 1] → [0, 1] and

continuous ũ1, . . . , ũn : [0, 1]→ R and consider the problem

max
G̃

∫ 1

0

v(s)dG̃(s) (19)

subject to
∫ 1

0

ũi(s)dG̃(s) ≥ 0 for i ∈ {1, . . . , n} (20)∫ b

a

G(s)ds = c (21)∫
[a,b]

dG̃(s) = 1 . (22)

If the set of distributions that satisfy (20)-(22) is non-empty then there exists a solution to the above

optimization problem that is supported on at most n+ 2 points.

Proof. Consider the set of distributions that assign probability 1 to the set [a, b]. The extreme
points of this set are the Dirac measures in [a, b]. Let D be the set of distributions which satisfy
(20)-(21) and are supported on [a, b]. By Theorem 2.1 in Winkler (1988) each extreme points of
the set D is the sum of at most n+ 2 mass points as (20) and (21) specify n+ 1 constraints. Note,
that the set of the set of distributions satisfying (20)-(22) is compact. As v is upper semicontinuous
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the function G̃ →
∫ 1

0
v(s)dG̃(s) is upper semi continuous and linear. Thus, by Bauer’s maximum

principle (see for example Result 7.69 in Aliprantis and Border 2013) there exist a maximizer at
an extreme point of D which establishes the result.

Lemma 8. Suppose that H,G are distribution that assign probability 1 to [a, b]. Let M be an

absolutely continuous function such that
∫ b
x
G(s)ds > M(x) for all x ∈ [a, b], and

∫ b
x̂
H(y)dy <

M(x̂) for some x̂ ∈ [a, b]. Then, there exists λ ∈ (0, 1) such that for all x ∈ [a, b]∫ b

x

(1− λ)G(s) + λH(s)ds ≥M(x)

with equality for some x ∈ [a, b].

Proof. Define

Lλ(x) =

∫ b

x

(1− λ)G(y) + λH(y)dy −M(x) ,

and φ(λ) = minz∈[a,b] Lλ(z). As M is continuous, by the assumptions of the lemma we have that

φ(0) = min
x∈[a,b]

L0(x) = min
x∈[a,b]

[∫ b

x

G(s)ds−M(x)

]
> 0

and

φ(1) = min
x∈[a,b]

L1(x) = min
x∈[a,b]

[∫ b

x

H(s)ds−M(x)

]
≤
∫ b

x̂

H(s)ds−M(x̂) < 0 .

Furthermore, ∣∣∣∣∂Lλ(z)

∂λ

∣∣∣∣ =

∣∣∣∣∫ b

x

H(s)−G(s)ds

∣∣∣∣ ≤ b− a .

Hence, λ 7→ Lλ(z) is uniformly Lipschitz continuous and the envelope theorem thus implies that
φ is Lipschitz continuous. As φ(0) > 0, and φ(1) < 0 there exist some λ∗ ∈ (0, 1) such that
φ(λ∗) = 0. This implies that for all x ∈ [a, b]∫ b

x

(1− λ∗)G(s) + λ∗H(s)ds ≥M(x)

with equality for some x ∈ [a, b]. This completes the proof.

Proof of Proposition 3. As the set of feasible distributions is compact with respect to the weak
topology by Lemma 5 and the function G 7→

∫ 1

0
v∗(s)dG(s) is upper semicontinuous in the weak

topology the optimization problem (14) admits a solution.
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Let G be a solution to the optimization problem (14) and denote by BG the set of points where
the mean preserving contraction (MPC) constraint is binding, i.e.,

BG =

{
z ∈ [0, 1] :

∫ 1

z

F (s)ds =

∫ 1

z

G(s)ds

}
. (23)

Suppose that this solution is maximal in the sense that there does not exist another solution G′

for which the set of points where the MPC constraint binds is larger, i.e., BG ⊂ BG′ (where BG′

defined as in (23) after replacing G with G′). The existence of such a maximal optimal solution
follows from Zorn’s Lemma (see for example Section 1.12 in Aliprantis and Border 2013).

Fix a point x /∈ BG. We define (a, b) to be the largest interval such that the mean-preserving
contraction constraint does not bind on that interval for the solution G, i.e.

a = max
{
z ≤ x : z ∈ BG

}
b = min

{
z ≥ x : z ∈ BG

}
.

IfG assigns probability zero to the interval [a, b] there are 0 mass-points in the interval and we have
thus established that there are less than n+2 mass-points in that interval. Thus, assume for the rest
of the proof that G assigns strictly positive mass to [a, b]. By Lemma 6 G assigns no mass to a or
b and hence G also assigns strictly positive mass to the interior of [a, b]. Consider now an interval
[â, b̂] ⊂ (a, b) such that G assigns strictly positive mass to [â, b̂]. We define G[â,b̂] : [0, 1] → [0, 1]

to be the CDF of a random variable that is distributed according to G conditional on the realization
being in the interval [â, b̂]

G[â,b̂](z) =
G(z)−G(â−)

G(b̂)−G(â−)
,

where G(â−) = lims↗âG(s). We note that G[â,b̂] is non-decreasing, right-continuous, and satisfies
G[â,b̂](b̂) = 1. Thus, it is a well defined CDF supported on [â, b̂]. As G is feasible we get that

∫ b̂

â

uk(s)dG[â,b̂](s) +
1

G(b̂)−G(â−)

∫
[0,1]\[â,b̂]

uk(s)dG(s) ≥ 0 for k ∈ {1, . . . , n} . (24)

To simplify notation we define the functions ũ1, . . . , ũn, where for all k

ũk(z) = uk(z) +
1

G(b̂)−G(â−)

∫
[0,1]\[â,b̂]

uk(y)dG(y) . (25)
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Note that using this notation (24) can be restated as:∫ 1

0

ũk(s)dG[â,b̂](s) ≥ 0 for k ∈ {1, . . . , n}. (26)

As G satisfies the mean-preserving contraction constraint relative to F , using the fact that a < â

and b̂ < b, for z ∈ [â, b̂] we obtain:

∫ b̂

z

G[â,b̂](s)ds >
1

G(b̂)−G(â−)

[∫ 1

z

F (s)ds−
∫ 1

b̂

G(s)ds− (b̂− z)G(â−)

]
= M(z) . (27)

Consider now the maximization problem over distributions supported on [â, b̂] that satisfy the con-
straints derived above (after replacing the strict inequality in (27) with a weak inequality) and
maximize the original objective:

max
H

∫ 1

0

v(s)dH(s)

subject to
∫ 1

0

ũi(s)dH(s) ≥ 0 for i ∈ {1, . . . , n}∫ b̂

z

H(s)ds ≥M(z) for z ∈ [â, b̂]∫
[â,b̂]

dH(s) = 1 .

(28)

By (26) and (27) the conditional CDF G[â,b̂] is feasible in the problem above. We claim that it is
also optimal. Suppose, towards a contradiction, that there exist a CDF H that is feasible in (28)
and achieves a strictly higher value than G[â,b̂]. Consider the CDF

K(z) =

G(z) if z ∈ [0, 1] \ [â, b̂]

G(â−) +H(z)(G(b̂)−G(â−)) if z ∈ [â, b̂],

which equals G outside the interval [â, b̂] and H conditional on being in [â, b̂]. Using (25), the
definition of M(z), and the feasibility of H in (28), it can be readily verified that this CDF is
feasible in the original problem (14). Moreover, it achieves a higher value thanG, sinceH achieves
strictly higher value than G[â,b̂] in (28). However, this leads to a contradiction to the optimality of
G in (14), thereby implying that G[â,b̂] is optimal in (28).

Next, we establish that there cannot exist an optimal solution H to the problem (28) where for
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some z ∈ (â, b̂) ∫ b̂

z

H(s)ds = M(z). (29)

Suppose such an optimal solution exists. Then, K would be an optimal solution to the original
problem satisfying z ∈ BK ⊃ BG, where BK is defined as in (23) (after replacing G with K)
and is the set of points where the mean preserving contraction constraint binds. However, this
contradicts that G is a solution to the original problem that is maximal (in terms of the set where
the MPC constraints bind).

We next consider a relaxed version of the optimization problem (28) where we replace the
second constraint of (28) with a constraint that ensures that H has the same mean as G[â,b̂]:

max
H

∫ 1

0

v(s)dH(s)

subject to
∫ 1

0

ũi(s)dH(s) ≥ 0 for i ∈ {1, . . . , n}∫ b̂

â

H(s)ds =

∫ b̂

â

G[â,b̂](s)ds∫
[â,b̂]

dH(s) = 1 .

By Lemma 7 there exists a solution J to this relaxed problem that is the sum of n+ 2 mass points.
Since G[â,b̂] is feasible in this problem, it readily follows that

∫ 1

0

v(s)dJ(s) ≥
∫ 1

0

v(s)dG[â,b̂](s). (30)

Suppose, towards a contradiction, that there exists z ∈ [â, b̂] such that

∫ b̂

z

J(s)ds < M(z) . (31)

Then, by Lemma 8, there exists some λ ∈ (0, 1) such that (1− λ)G[â,b̂] + λJ satisfies

∫ b̂

r

(1− λ)G[â,b̂](s) + λJ(s)ds ≥M(r) , (32)

for all r ∈ [â, b̂], and the inequality holds with equality for some r ∈ [â, b̂]. This implies that
(1− λ)G[â,b̂] + λJ is feasible for the problem (28). Furthermore, by the linearity of the objective,
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(30), and the optimality of G[â,b̂] in (28), it follows that (1− λ)G[â,b̂] + λJ is also optimal in (28).
However, this leads to a contradiction to the fact that (28) does not admit an optimal solution where
the equality in (29) holds for some z ∈ [â, b̂] ⊂ [a, b].

Consequently, the inequality (31) cannot hold, and J must be feasible in problem (28). To-
gether with (30) this implies that J is an optimal solution to (28) that assigns mass to only n + 2

points in the interval [â, b̂]. This implies that the CDFG(z) if z ∈ [0, 1] \ [â, b̂]

G(â−) + J(z)(G(b̂)−G(â−)) if z ∈ [â, b̂]
(33)

is a solution of the original problem that assigns mass to only n+ 2 points in the interval [â, b̂]. By
setting â = a + 1

r
and b̂ = b − 1

r
we can thus find a sequence of solutions (Hr) to (14) that each

have at most n+ 2 mass points in the interval [a+ 1
r
, b− 1

r
]. As the set of feasible distributions is

closed and the objective function is upper semicontinuous this sequence admits a limit point H∞

which itself is optimal in (14). This limit distribution consists of at most n + 2 mass points in the
interval (a, b). Furthermore, by definition of a, b and our construction in (33) each solution Hr and
hence H∞ satisfies the MPC constraint with equality at {a, b}. Thus, Lemma 6 implies that H∞ is
continuous at these points, and H∞(a) = F (a) and H∞(b) = F (b).

Hence, we have established that for every solution G for which BG is maximal, either x ∈ BG

which by Lemma 6 implies that G(x) = F (x). Or x /∈ BG and then one can find a new solution G̃
such that (i) G̃ has at most n+ 2 mass points in the interval (a, b) with a = max{z ≤ x : z ∈ BG}
and b = min{z ≥ x : z ∈ BG}, (ii) G̃(a) = F (a) and G̃(b) = F (b) which implies that the
mass inside the interval [a, b] is preserved, and (iii) G̃ matches G outside (a, b). Since every
interval contains a rational number there can be at most countably many such intervals. Proceeding
inductively, the claim follows.

To establish Proposition 4, we make use of the partition lemma, stated next:

Lemma 9 (Partition Lemma). Suppose that distributionsF,G are such that
∫ 1

x
G(t)dt ≥

∫ 1

x
F (t)dt

for x ∈ I = [a, b], where the inequality holds with equality only for the end points of I . Suppose

further thatG(a) = F (a),G(x) = G(a)+
∑K

r=1 pr1x≤mr for x ∈ I where
∑K

r=1 pr = F (b)−F (a),

(mr) is a (weakly) increasing in r, and mr ∈ I for r ∈ [K].

There exists a collection of intervals {Jr}r∈[K] such that {Pk} = {Jk \∪`∈A|`>kJ`} is a laminar

partition, which satisfies:

(a) J1 = I , and if K > 1, then F (inf J1) < F (inf JK) < F (sup JK) < F (sup J1);
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(b)
∫
Pk
dF (x) = pk for all k ∈ [K];

(c)
∫
Pk
xdF (x) = pkmk for all k ∈ [K].

Proof of Lemma 9. We prove the claim by induction on K. Note that when K = 1 we have
J1 = P1 = I , which readily implies properties (a) and (b). In addition, the definition of p1,m1

implies that

G(b)b−G(a)a− p1m1 = G(a)(b− a) + p1(b−m1) =

∫ b

a

G(t)dt =

∫ b

a

F (t)dt

= F (b)b− F (a)a−
∫
I

tdF (t) = G(b)b−G(a)a−
∫
P1

tdF (t).

(34)

Hence, property (c) also follows.
We proceed by considering two cases: K = 2, K > 2.
K = 2: Let t1, t2 ∈ I be such that F (t1) − F (a) = F (b) − F (t2) = p1. Observe that since∫ 1

x
G(t)dt ≥

∫ 1

x
F (t)dt x ∈ I and this inequality holds with equality only at the end points of I ,

we have (i)
∫ t1
a
F (x)dx >

∫ t1
a
G(x)dx and (ii)

∫ b
t2
F (x)dx <

∫ b
t2
G(x)dx. Using the first inequality

and the definition of G we obtain:

p1(t1 −m1)+ +G(a)(t1 − a) ≤
∫ t1

a

G(x)dx <

∫ t1

a

F (x)dx

= F (t1)t1 − F (a)a−
∫ t1

a

xdF (x) = (G(a) + p1)t1 −G(a)a−
∫ t1

a

xdF (x).

(35)

Rearranging the terms, this yields

p1m1 ≥ p1t1 − p1(t1 −m1)+ >

∫ t1

a

xdF (x). (36)

Similarly, using (ii) and the definition of G we obtain:

G(b)(b− t2)− p1(m1 − t2)+ ≥
∫ b

t2

G(x)dx >

∫ b

t2

F (x)dx

= F (b)b− F (t2)t2 −
∫ b

t2

xdF (x) = G(b)b− (G(b)− p1)t2 −
∫ b

t2

xdF (x).

(37)

Rearranging the terms, this yields

p1m1 ≤ p1t2 + p1(m1 − t2)+ <

∫ b

t2

xdF (x). (38)
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Combining (36) and (38), and the fact that F (t1)− F (a) = F (b)− F (t2) = p1 implies that there
exists t̂1, t̂2 ∈ int(I) satisfying t̂1 < t̂2 such that F (t̂1)− F (a) + F (b)− F (t̂2) = p1 and

∫ t̂1

a

xdF (x) +

∫ b

t̂2

xdF (x) = p1m1. (39)

Note that

(b− a)G(a) + (b−m1)p1 + (b−m2)p2 =

∫ b

a

G(x)dx =

∫ b

a

F (x)dx

= bF (b)− aF (a)−
∫ b

a

xdF (x) = bG(b)− aG(a)−
∫ b

a

xdF (x).

Since p1 + p2 = G(b) − G(a), this in turn implies that
∫ b
a
xdF (x) = p1m1 + p2m2. Combining

this observation with (39), we conclude that∫ t̂2

t̂1

xdF (x) = p2m2. (40)

Let J2 = [t̂1, t̂2], and J1 = I , and define P1, P2 as in the statement of the lemma. Observe that
this construction immediately satisfies (a) and (b). Moreover, (c) also follows from (39) and (40).
Thus, the claim holds when K = 2.

K > 2: Suppose that K > 2, and that the induction hypothesis holds for any K ′ ≤ K − 1.
Let p̂2 = pK , m̂2 = mK ; and p̂1 =

∑
k∈[K−1] pk, m̂1 = 1

p̂1

∑
k∈[K−1] pkmk. Define a distribution

Ĝ such that Ĝ(x) = G(x) for x /∈ I , Ĝ(a) = F (a), and Ĝ(x) = Ĝ(a) +
∑2

r=1 p̂r1x≤m̂r . This
construction ensures that p̂1 + p̂2 = F (b)− F (a) and ŷ2 > ŷ1. Moreover, G is a mean preserving
spread of Ĝ, and hence

∫ 1

x
Ĝ(t)dt ≥

∫ 1

x
G(t)dt. Since Ĝ(x) = G(x) for x /∈ I , this in turn

implies that
∫ 1

x
Ĝ(t)dt ≥

∫ 1

x
F (t)dt for x ∈ I where the inequality holds with equality only for the

end points of I . Thus, the assumptions of the lemma hold for Ĝ and F , and using the induction
hypothesis forK ′ = 2, we conclude that there exists intervals Ĵ1, Ĵ2 and sets P2 = Ĵ2, P1 = Ĵ1\Ĵ2,
such that

(â) I = Ĵ1 ⊃ Ĵ2, and F (inf Ĵ1) < F (inf Ĵ2) < F (sup Ĵ2) < F (sup Ĵ1);

(b̂)
∫
Pk
dF (x) = p̂k for k ∈ {1, 2};

(ĉ)
∫
Pk
xdF (x) = p̂km̂k for all k ∈ {1, 2}.

Note that (b̂) and (ĉ) imply that m̂2 ∈ Ĵ2.
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Denote by x0, x1 the end points of Ĵ2 and let q0 = F (x0) > F (a), q1 = F (x1) < F (b). Define
a cumulative distribution function F ′(·), such that

F ′(x) =


F (x)/(1− p̂2) for x ≤ x0,

F (x0)/(1− p̂2) for x0 < x < x1,

(F (x)− p̂2)/(1− p̂2) for x1 ≤ x.

(41)

Set p′k = pk/(1 − p̂2) and m′k = mk for k ∈ [K − 1]. Let distribution G′ be such that G′(x) =

G(x)/(1 − p̂2) for x /∈ I , and G′(x) = G′(a) +
∑

r∈[K−1] p
′
r1x≤m′r . Observe that by construction

G′(a) = F ′(a),
∑

r∈[K−1] p
′
r = F ′(b) − F ′(a), and {m′r} is increasing in r, where m′r ∈ I ,

m′r ≤ m̂2 for r ∈ [K − 1]. The following lemma implies that G′ and F ′ also satisfy the MPC
constraints over I:

Lemma 10.
∫ 1

x
G′(t)dt ≥

∫ 1

x
F ′(t)dt for x ∈ I , where the inequality holds with equality only for

the end points of I .

Proof. The definition of G′ implies that it can alternatively be expressed as follows:

G′(x) =

G(x)/(1− p̂2) for x < m̂2,

(G(x)− p̂2)/(1− p̂2) for x ≥ m̂2.
(42)

Since
∫ 1

b
G(t)dt =

∫ 1

b
F (t)dt, (41) and (42) readily imply that

∫ 1

b
G′(t)dt =

∫ 1

b
F ′(t)dt. Similarly,

using these observations and (41) we have

(1− p̂2)

∫ 1

a

F ′(t)dt =

∫ 1

a

F (t)dt−
∫ x1

x0

F (t)dt+ F (x0)(x1 − x0)− p̂2(1− x1)

=

∫ 1

a

F (t)dt− F (x1)x1 + F (x0)x0 + p̂2m̂2 + F (x0)(x1 − x0)− p̂2(1− x1)

=

∫ 1

a

G(t)dt− p̂2(1− m̂2)

(43)

Here, the second line rewrites
∫ x1

x0
F (t)dt using integration by parts, and leverages (ĉ). The third

line uses the fact that p̂2 = F (x1) − F (x0) and
∫ 1

a
G(t)dt =

∫ 1

a
F (t)dt. On the other hand, (42)

readily implies that:

(1− p̂2)

∫ 1

a

G′(t)dt =

∫ 1

a

G(t)dt− p̂2(1− m̂2) (44)
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Together with (43), this equation implies that
∫ 1

a
G′(t)dt =

∫ 1

a
F ′(t)dt. Thus, the inequality in the

claim holds with equality for the end points of I .
Recall that m̂2 ∈ Î2 and hence a < x0 ≤ m̂2 = mK ≤ x1 < b. We complete the proof by

focusing on the value x takes in the following cases: (i) a < x ≤ x0, (ii) x0 ≤ x ≤ m̂2, (iii)
m̂2 ≤ x ≤ x1, (iv) x1 ≤ x < b.
Case (i): Using the observations

∫ 1

x
G(t)dt >

∫ 1

x
F (t)dt and

∫ 1

a
G(t)dt =

∫ 1

a
F (t)dt together with

(41) and (42) yields∫ x

a

G′(t)dt =
1

1− p̂2

∫ x

a

G(t)dt <
1

1− p̂2

∫ x

a

F (t)dt =

∫ x

a

F ′(t)dt. (45)

Together with
∫ 1

a
G′(t)dt =

∫ 1

a
F ′(t)dt this implies that

∫ 1

x
G′(t)dt >

∫ 1

x
F ′(t)dt in case (i).

Case (ii): Using observations and (41) and (42) we obtain:

(1− p̂2)

∫ 1

x

G′(t)− F ′(t)dt =

∫ 1

x

G(t)dt− (1− m̂2)p̂2−
∫ 1

x1

F (t)dt−
∫ x1

x

F (x0)dt+ (1− x1)p̂2

Since G is an increasing function, it can be seen that the right hand side is a concave function of
x. Thus, for x ∈ [x0, ŷ2] this expression is minimized for x = x0 or x = m̂2. For x = x0, case (i)
implies that the expression is non-negative. We next argue that for x = m̂2 the expression remains
non-negative. This in turn implies that

∫ 1

x
G′(t)− F ′(t)dt ≥ 0 for x ∈ [x0, m̂2], as claimed.

Setting x = m̂2, recalling that
∫ 1

b
G(t)dt =

∫ 1

b
F (t)dt, and observing thatG(t) = G(b) = F (b)

for t ≥ m̂2 the right hand side of the previous equation reduces to:

R : = (b− m̂2)F (b)− (1− m̂2)p̂2 −
∫ b

x1

F (t)dt− (x1 − m̂2)F (x0) + (1− x1)p̂2

= (b− m̂2)F (b)−
∫ b

x1

F (t)dt− (x1 − m̂2)F (x0)− (x1 − m̂2)p̂2

= (b− x1)F (b)−
∫ b

x1

F (t)dt+ (x1 − m̂2)(F (b)− F (x0)− p̂2).

(46)

Since F (b) ≥ F (x1) = p̂2 + F (x0), we conclude:

R ≥ (b− x1)F (b)−
∫ b

x1

F (t)dt ≥ 0, (47)

where the last inequality applies since F is weakly increasing. Thus, we conclude that
∫ 1

m̂2
G′(t)−

F ′(t)dt ≥ 0, and the claim follows.
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Case (iii): First observe that (41) and (42) imply that

(1− p̂2)

∫ 1

x

G′(t)− F ′(t)dt =

∫ 1

x

G(t)dt− (1− x)p̂2 −
∫ 1

x1

F (t)dt−
∫ x1

x

F (x0)dt+ (1− x1)p̂2

Similar to case (ii), the right hand side is a concave function of x. Thus, this expression is min-
imized for x ∈ [m̂2, x1] this expression is minimized for x = m̂2 or x = x1. When x = m̂2,
case (ii) implies that

∫ 1

x
G′(t) − F ′(t)dt ≥ 0. Similarly, when x = x1, case (iv) implies that∫ 1

x
G′(t)− F ′(t)dt ≥ 0. Thus, it follows that

∫ 1

x
G′(t)− F ′(t)dt ≥ 0 for all x ∈ [m̂2, x1].

Case (iv): In this case, (41) and (42) readily imply that

(1− p̂2)

∫ 1

x

G′(t)− F ′(t)dt =

∫ 1

x

G(t)− F (t)dt > 0,

where the inequality follows from our assumptions on F and G.

Summarizing, we have established that the distribution G′ and F ′ satisfy the conditions of
the lemma. By the induction hypothesis, we have that there exists intervals {J ′k}k∈[K−1] and sets
P ′k = J ′k \ ∪`∈[K−1]|`>kJ

′
` for all k ∈ A′ such that:

(a’) J ′1 = I , and F (inf J ′1) < F (inf J ′K−1) < F (sup J ′K−1) < F (sup J ′1);

(b’)
∫
P ′k
dF ′(x) = p′k for all k ∈ [K − 1];

(c’)
∫
P ′k
xdF ′(x) = p′km

′
k for all k ∈ [K − 1].

Let Jk = J ′k \ Ĵ2 for k ∈ [K−1] such that Ĵ2 6⊂ J ′k, and Jk = J ′k for the remaining k ∈ [K−1].
Define JK = Ĵ2 = [x0, x1]. For k ∈ [K], let Pk = Jk \ ∪`∈[K]|`>kJ`. Note that the definition
of the collection {Pk}k∈[K] implies that it constitutes a laminar partition of I . Observe that the
construction of {Jk}k∈[K] and (â), (a′) imply that these intervals also satisfy condition (a) of the
lemma. Note that by construction we have

Pk ⊂ P ′k ⊂ Pk ∪ JK and Pk ∩ JK = ∅ for k ∈ [K − 1]. (48)

Since
∫
JK
dF ′(t) = 0 by (41) this observation implies that

∫
P ′k
dF ′(t) =

∫
Pk
dF ′(t) for k ∈ [K−1].

Using (41), (b′), and (48), this observation implies that∫
Pk

dF (t) =

∫
Pk

dF ′(t)(1− p̂2) =

∫
P ′k

dF ′(t)(1− p̂2) = m′k(1− p̂2) = mk,
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for k ∈ [K − 1]. Similarly, by (b̂) we have
∫
PK
dF (t) =

∫
P̂2
dF (t) = p̂2 = pK .

Finally, observe that by (ĉ) we have
∫
PK
tdF (t) =

∫
P̂2
tdF (t) = p̂2m̂2 = pKmK . Similarly,

(41) and (48) imply that for k ∈ [K − 1], we have∫
Pk

tdF (t) = (1− p̂2)

∫
Pk

tdF ′(t) = (1− p̂2)

∫
P ′k

tdF ′(t) = (1− p̂2)p′km
′
k = pkmk.

These observations imply that the constructed {Jk}k∈[K] and {Pk}k∈[K] satisfy the induction
hypotheses (a)–(c) for K. Thus, the claim follows by induction.

Proof of Proposition 4. By definition, the interval Ij in the statement of Proposition 4 satisfies
the conditions of Lemma 9, (after setting a = aj , b = bj). The lemma defines auxiliary intervals
{Jr} and explicitly constructs a laminar partition that satisfies conditions (a)-(c). Here, conditions
(b) and (c) readily imply that the constructed laminar partition satisfies the claim in Proposition 4,
concluding the proof.

Proof of Theorem 1. The existence of an optimal mechanism follows from standard compactness
arguments and is proven in Lemma 11 in the Online Appendix. Consider now an arbitrary optimal
SGR mechanism. Fix a type profile θ. By combining Lemma 2 and 3 we can replace Gθ by
another solution to the respective optimization problem under MPC and linear side constraints and
obtain a new SGR mechansim. By Proposition 14 and 4 there always exists a solution to this
optimization problem under MPC and linear side constraints that can be implemented by a laminar
partitional signal. Iterating this process over type profile we get that there exists an optimal SGR
mechanism in which each distribution Gθ can be implemented by a laminar partitional signal.
Thus, we constructed on optimal laminar partitional mechanism.

Proof of Proposition 2. Part (i) of the proposition follows from Proposition 4 by counting the
number of linear side constraints in the optimization problem stated in Lemma 2. Similarly, by
counting the side constraint in the optimization problem stated in Lemma 3 it follows that for every
optimal SGR mechanism (G∗, q∗) and every type profile θ there exists a laminar partitional signal
that generates G∗,θ. This proves the result if the optimal action policy q∗ is non-random. However,
in contrast to the single agent case the optimal action policy q∗ might necessitate randomization.

To show the result in case of randomization consider the parametrization of SGR mechanisms
in terms of the mean ma,θ and the unconditional probability of each action profile qθ(a) (see Sec-
tion 3.1). In this parametrization the set of non-randomized SGR mechansims is dense in the space
of all SGR mechanisms (as for each randomized mechanism an arbitrarily small perturbation of
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all the means induces a non-randomized mechanism). The designer’s payoff as well as the IC con-
straints are continuous in this parametrization (see the proof of Lemma 11), and hence there exists
a sequence of non-random SGR mechanisms such that the value of the designer converges to the
value of the optimal random SGR mechanism along the sequence. By the argument of Lemma 3.2
for each of these non-randomized SGR mechanisms there exists a laminar partitional mechanism
with weakly larger payoff and partition depth of at most

∑
i∈N |Ai|2|Θi|+2. Since there are finitely

many partial orders defining laminar partitions, there exist one that appears infinitely often along
the sequence. Since for a given partial order the laminar partition is defined in terms of the end
points of the convex hulls of the partition elements which belong to [0, 1]|A|, there is a subsequence
associated with this partial order that converges to a laminar partition consistent with the same
partial order – which still has depth bounded by

∑
i∈N |Ai|2|Θi| + 2. Moreover, the designer’s

payoff is continuous in the end points of the aforementioned intervals (since the state admits a
density). Thus, this limit point defines a new laminar partitional mechanism which achieves the
optimal objective and has at most the depth stated in the claim.

Proof of Proposition 6. The first claim is immediate and follows as explained in the text. Here,
we focus on the following example and use it to prove the second part of the claim.

Example 1. All types are equally likely, i.e., φ(θ) ≡ 1/|Θ| for all θ ∈ Θ, and the state is uniformly

distributed in [0, 1]. For k ∈ {−2n, . . . , 2n} we define BL,k = [bL,k−1, bL,k], BR,k = [bL,k−1, bL,k]

and

bL,k =
1

4
+

1

8
sgn(k)

√
|k|
2n

bR,k =
3

4
+

1

8
sgn(k)

√
|k|
2n

.

All types of the agent share the same indirect utility function ū, such that ū(m, θ) = m2 for all

m ∈ {bL,k, bR,k}, and linearly interpolated otherwise. The indirect utility of the designer is

v̄(m, θ) =

1 if m ∈ BL,2θ ∪BL,−2θ+1 ∪BR,2n+2−2θ ∪BR,2θ−2n−1

0 otherwise.
(49)

These indirect utility functions can be generated by taking the set of actions to be {aL,k, aR,k} for

k ∈ {−2n, . . . ,+2n} and the utilities as a function of the action to be

u(a·,k, ω, θ) = b2
·,k +

ω − b·,k
b·,k+1 − b·,k

(b2
·,k+1 − b2

·,k)

and v(a, ω, θ) equals 1 for the actions aL,2θ, aL,−2θ, aR,2n+2−2θ, aR,−2n−2+2θ and zero otherwise.

We begin by establishing that in the setting of Example 1 no public mechanism achieves more
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than 1/|Θ|. Note that by our construction in (49), for any posterior mean m the indirect utility
of the designer equals 1 for at most a single type, i.e.,

∑
θ∈Θ v̄(m, θ) ≤ 1. As φ(θ) ≡ 1/|Θ|

this immediately implies that for any type independent distribution of the posterior mean G the
designer can achieve a payoff of at most 1/|Θ|.

Next consider the following private mechanism: The distribution Gθ for type θ ∈ Θ consists of
4 equally likely mass points at bL,2θ, bL,−2θ, bR,2n+2−2θ, bR,−2n−2+2θ. It is straightforward to see that
the signal based on the partition (Πk)

4
k=1 with Π1 = (bL,2θ − 1/8, bL,2θ + 1/8), Π2 = [0, 1/2] \Π1,

Π3 = [bR,2n+2−2θ − 1/8, bR,2n+2−2θ + 1/8], Π4 = (1/2, 1] \Π3 induces the desired posterior mean
distribution. At each of these beliefs the agent’s interim utility is given by ū(m, θ) = m2. Thus, the
benefit the agent of type θ′ derives from observing the signal meant for type θ (relative to observing
no signal) equals the variance of Gθ.

Note that the variance conditional on the posterior being less than 1/2 equals 1/2(bL,2θ− 1/4)2 +

1/2(bL,−2θ − 1/4)2 = θ
64·n and the variance conditional on the posterior being greater than 1/2 equals

1/2(bR,2n+2−2θ − 3/4)2 + 1/2(bR,−2n−2+2θ − 3/4)2 = n+1−θ
64·n . By the law of the total variance the

variance of Gθ thus equals 1
2

θ
64·n + 1

2
n+1−θ

64·n + 1
2

1
4

2
+ 1

2
1
4

2
= 9n+1

128·n . Since, this quantity does not
depend on θ, we conclude that each type derives equal utility from any signal and the mechanism
is incentive compatible. Each mean in the supportGθ yields a payoff of 1 to the designer and hence
this mechanism with private signals yields a payoff of

∑
θ∈Θ v̄(m, θ)dGθ(m) = 1.
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A Additional proofs

Proof of Lemma 4. The condition Gθ � F can equivalently be stated as:∫ x

0

(1−Gθ(t))dt ≥
∫ x

0

(1− F (t))dt, (50)

for all x, where the inequality holds with equality for x = 1. This inequality can be expressed in
the quantile space as ∫ x

0

(Gθ)−1(t)dt ≥
∫ x

0

F−1(t)dt, (51)

for all x ∈ [0, 1], with equality at x = 1. Note that since Gθ is a discrete distribution, this condition
holds if and only if it holds for x =

∑
a≤` pa,θ and ` ∈ A. For such x, we have∫ x

0

(Gθ)−1(t) =
∑
a≤`

pa,θma,θ =
∑
a≤`

za,θ, (52)

and (51) becomes ∑
a≤`

za,θ ≥
∫ ∑

a≤` pa,θ

0

F−1(t)dt. (53)

Since
∫ 1

0
F−1(t)dt =

∫ 1

0
(Gθ)−1(t)dt =

∑
a∈A za,θ, the claim follows from (53) after rearranging

terms.

Proof of Lemma 5. First, note that as ui is continuous it is bounded on [0, 1]. Consider a sequence
of distributionsGk, k ∈ {1, 2, . . .} that satisfy the constraints in (18). By Helly’s selection theorem
there exists a subsequence that converges pointwise. From now on assume that (Gk) is such a
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subsequence and denote by G∞ the right-continuous representation of its point-wise limit. Thus,
any sequence of random variables mk such that mk ∼ Gk converges in distribution to a random
variable distributed according to G∞. As (ui) are continuous and bounded this implies that for all
i we have

lim
k→∞

∫ 1

0

ui(s)dG
k(s) =

∫ 1

0

ui(s)dG
∞(s) .

Furthermore, for all x ∈ [0, 1]

lim
k→∞

∫ 1

x

Gk(s)ds =

∫ 1

x

G∞(s),

and hence G∞ also satisfies G∞ � F . Thus, the set of distributions given in the statement of the
lemma is compact with respect to the weak topology.

Lemma 11. Let |A| <∞ or N = 1 an optimal mechanism exists.

Proof. We first argue that an optimal mechanism exists in the case of finitely many actions |A| <
∞. First, we note that set of feasible mechanisms is non-empty as the designer can always choose
to reveal no information and induce a Bayes Nash equilibrium of the resulting game (which exists
as there are finitely many types and actions). As we have argued in Section 3.1 for every IC
mechanism there exists an SGR mechanism which is IC and achieves the same payoff for the
designer. We can thus restrict attention to SGR mechanisms. As discussed in Section 3.1 these
mechanisms are parametrized by qθ ∈ ∆(A) and ma,θ ∈ [0, 1].1 Thus each SGR mechanism
(q,m) can be identified with a vector in [0, 1]2|Θ||A|. Furthermore, the principals and the expected
utility of an agent i can be expressed as∑

θ∈Θ

φ(θ)
∑
a∈A

qθ(a)ui(a,ma,θ, θ)∑
θ−i

φ(θ)
∑
a−i

qθ(σi(ai), a−i)ui(σi(ai), a−i,ma,θ, θ) .

Furthermore, the MPC constraint can be rewritten in the (q,m) parametrization as

∑
a∈A

qθ(a) max{ma,θ − r, 0} ≥
∫
r

F (x)dx

for all r ∈ [0, 1] with equality at 0. As both of the objective and the constraint are continu-
ous in (q,m) it follows that the principal maximizes a continuous function over a compact set of

1Note here that qθ(a) is the probability of the action profile a given the type profile θ not conditioning on the state.
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[0, 1]2|Θ||A| and hence an maximizer exists.
We next argue existence of a maximizer for the single agent case with an arbitrary action

set. As argued in Lemma 5 the set of feasible distributions Gθ is sequentially compact. As the
product of finitely many sequentially compact spaces is also sequentially compact the set of vectors
(Gθ)θ∈Θ is also sequentially compact. As ūi is continuous it follows that the IC constraint (7) is
continuous in G. As G 7→ ∑

θ∈Θ φ(θ)
∫

Ω
v̄(s, θ)dGθ(s) is upper semicontinuous it follows that

the designer maximizes an upper hemicontinuous linear function over a compact convex set. By
Bauer’s maximum principle a maximizer exists.

B Optimal Mechanisms with Large Laminar Depth

In this section we provide an example where all optimal laminar partitional mechanisms have
depth exceeding |Θ| + 2 (i.e., the depth in the single-agent case, see Proposition 2 (i)). There are
two players N = {1, 2} with two possible types Θ1 = Θ2 = {0, 1} and four possible actions
each A1 = A2 = {0, 1, 2, 3}. For convenience, we order type profiles and define a function
δ : Θ1 × Θ2 → {0, 1, 2, 3} such that δ(0, 0) = 0, δ(0, 1) = 1, δ(1, 0) = 2, δ(1, 1) = 3. The
players play a zero-sum game. The payoff matrix of the row player for the type profile θ = (θ1, θ2)

is: ω(I + Pδ(θ)), where Pk is the permutation matrix whose (`1, `2)-th entry is one if `2 − `1 =

k mod(4). The state ω is distributed uniformly on [0, 1]. The type profile distribution is such that
φ(0, 0) = 0.1, φ(0, 1) = 0.2, φ(1, 0) = 0.3, φ(1, 1) = 0.4. The state and the types are distributed
independently. The designer’s payoff is 1 if a1 = a2 and 0 otherwise.

The optimal mechanism is given in Figure 4. As can be seen from this figure the depth of
the laminar family supporting the optimal information structure is larger than |Θ| + 2 = 6. Fur-
thermore, when the number of actions is smaller (and the type space is the same) for any payoff
structure laminar families of smaller depth suffice. Conversely, when the number of actions is
larger, even with the same type space it is possible to obtain even deeper laminar families at the
optimal mechanism for variants of this example.

C A Finite-Dimensional Formulation for the Multi-Agent Case

In the single-agent case, when the agent has finitely many actions Section 4.1 established that it is
possible to obtain the optimal mechanism by solving a finite-dimensional convex program. This
simplification was partly driven by two factors: (i) the agent can perfectly infer the posterior mean
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Figure 4: Optimal mechanism. (a) shows the colors associated with each strategy profile. (b) is
the laminar partitional signals that constitute an optimal mechanism. Different shades of green
encode the strategy profiles where the designer achieves nonzero payoff. For all type profiles, such
strategy profiles are associated with smaller states. The laminar partitional signals in this example
have depth 12.
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from the action recommendation (ii) the posterior mean levels that induce a given action can be
characterized explicitly given the agent’s payoff function. These factors allowed us to remove
the recommended action from the problem and express it purely in terms of posterior means.
As these factors are not present in the multi-agent case, it is unclear whether one can obtain the
optimal mechanism through a solution of a finite-dimensional optimization problem. We next
argue that indeed through the solution of finite-dimensional programs it is possible to obtain an
optimal mechanism, for as long as the agents have finitely many actions.

Consider the formulation in (OPT). Note that for any given profile θ the distribution qθ over
type profiles determines the action profiles recommended at different posterior mean levels. Since
no action profile is recommended with positive probability at two different posterior mean levels, it
means that action profiles are ordered according to the posterior mean levels that induce them. De-
note by δθ this order: δθ(a) ≥ δθ(a′) if posterior mean that induces a is larger than that associated
with a′ when the type profile is θ.

Following an approach similar to the one in Section 4.1, we can now express the designer’s
problem as follows:

max
{δθ}θ

max
p∈(∆|A|)Θ

z∈R|A|×|Θ|+

yi∈R|Ai|×|Θ|
2

∑
θ∈Θ

φ(θ)
∑
a∈A

pa,θv(a, θ)

s.t.
∑

a|δθ(a)≥δθ(`)

za,θ ≤
∫ 1

1−
∑
a|δθ(a)≥δθ(`)

pa,θ

F−1(x)dx ∀ θ ∈ Θ, ` > 1,

∑
a∈A

za,θ =

∫ 1

0

F−1(x)dx ∀ θ ∈ Θ,∑
θ−i

φ(θ)
∑
a−i

(ui1(a, θ)za,θ + ui2(a, θ)pa,θ)

≥
∑
θ−i

φ(θ)
∑
a−i

(ui1(a′i, a−i, θ)za,θ + ui2(a′i, a−i, θ)pa,θ) ∀i, θi, ai, a′i

yi,θi,θ′i,ai ≥
∑
θ−i

φ(θ)
∑
a−i

(ui1(a′i, a−i, θ)za,θ′i,θ−i + ui2(a′i, a−i, θ)pa,θ′i,θ−i) ∀i, θi, θ′i, ai, a′i∑
ai

∑
θ−i

φ(θ)
∑
a−i

(ui1(a, θ)za,θ + ui2(a, θ)pa,θ) ≥
∑
ai

yi,θi,θ′i,ai ∀i, θi, θ′i

za,θpa′,θ ≥ za′,θpa,θ ∀θ, δθ(a) ≥ δθ(a′)

za,θ ≤ pa,θ ∀a, θ.
(54)

In this optimization problem, pa,θ denotes the probability with which strategy profile a is in-
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duced when the type profile is θ, and mθ,a = za,θ/pa,θ is the corresponding posterior mean
level. Note that {pa,θ, za,θ}a tuple constitutes a reparameterization of Gθ. For a given order δθ

on posterior mean levels, the first two constraints amount to a restatement of the MPC constraint
Gθ � F . Note that if agents report their types truthfully and follow the action recommenda-
tions, the payoff of agent i for type profile θ and action recommendation profile a is given by
ui1(a′i, a−i, θ)za,θ′i,θ−i/pa,θ′i,θ−i + ui2(a′i, a−i, θ). This implies that his expected payoff2 is given as
in the left hand side of the third constraint. Similarly, the right hand side is the payoff from taking
action a′i. Thus, the third constraint ensures that if agents report their type truthfully and agent
i gets the action recommendation ai, any deviation reduces his payoff. Suppose that agent i is
of type θi but he misreported his type as θ′i, and received action recommendation ai. Assuming
all agents still truthfully report their types and follow action recommendations, what is i’s pay-
off from taking action a′i? The right hand side of the fourth constraint captures this quantity. At
the optimal solution, the left hand side, yi,θi,θ′i,ai equals the maximization of this quantity over a′i,
which is the best payoff i can guarantee after the type report θ′i and action recommendation ai.
Aggregating these terms over all i yields the right hand side of the fifth constraint, which is the
expected payoff of agent i from misreporting his type as θ′i. The left hand side is the payoff from
truthful reporting and following action recommendations. Thus, the fifth constraint ensures that
agent i has no incentive to misreport his type. The sixth constraint can be equivalently written as
mθ,a = za,θ/pa,θ ≥ mθ,a′ = za′,θ/pa′,θ. This ensures that the {pa,θ, za,θ}a tuple and the associated
distribution Gθ is consistent with δθ in terms of the ranking of the posterior means of strategy
profiles. Finally, the last constraint (together with the nonnegativity of pa,θ, za,θ) ensures that the
posterior means are between 0 and 1.

To solve this problem, we can first fix δθ in the outer problem and solve the associated inner
problem. Then, we can search over the orders δθ (of which there are finitely many) in the outer
problem. There are two challenges with this approach. First, the number of orders to consider in
the outer problem can be large. Second, unlike the formulation in Section 4.1, due to the sixth
constraint the inner problem is not convex.

It turns out that it is possible to overcome both challenges. Let us start with the second chal-
lenge. Despite the fact that the inner problem is nonconvex, a locally optimal solution can be
obtained using, e.g., gradient ascent. If at a locally optimal solution, the nonconvex constraints
are not binding then, it follows that the solution is locally optimal in the problem where these
constraints are relaxed. However, the latter problem is convex and local optimality implies global

2As explained in the main text, this quantity is actually equal to the expected payoff times
∑
θ−i

φ(θ). With some
abuse of terminology, throughout the online appendix we ignore this normalization and refer to such quantities as
payoffs.
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optimality. Thus, the aforementioned solution is a globally optimal solution to the inner problem.
In all our numerical experiments (including the Cournot example discussed in Section 2.1 this was
the case, i.e., when we obtained a locally optimal solution using a solver, we observed that the
nonconvex constraints did not bind and verified global optimality of the said solution.

The first challenge is problem specific, but the search can be drastically reduced in some cases.
For instance, observe that in the Cournot example of Section 4.1, there are 9 strategy profiles,
and naively there are 9! orders to consider. However, due to the symmetry in the problem it can
be readily seen that the posterior means associated with strategy profiles (ai, aj) and (aj, ai) are
identical. Furthermore, intuitively, posterior means associated with larger aggregate supply lev-
els will be larger. That is mθ,a > mθ′,a′ if ai + aj > a′i + a′j . Once this restriction imposed,
together with symmetry the number of orders to consider reduces only to two (one where strat-
egy profiles (0, 2), (2, 0) are associated with higher posterior mean levels than (1, 1), and one with
lower). Thus, solving the inner problem for these two orders, and picking the solution that results
in a higher payoff delivers the optimal mechanism. This is in fact how we obtain the optimal
mechanisms in Section 2.1 (where we also numerically verify that imposing the aforementioned
condition is without loss). Notably this approach allows for constructing the optimal mechanisms
without discretization of the state space. Using the approach described here the optimal solution
to the optimization problem in Section 2.1 is obtained in∼ 20 ms for most weighted combinations
of CS and FP (using off-the-shelf interior point methods of the Knitro solver).

D Additional Details for the Example in Section 4.2

Here we revisit the example in Section 4.2. The indirect utility ū(m, θ) of the buyer in this example
is given in Figure 5. When the expected quality m of the good is low, all types find it optimal to
purchase zero units, yielding a payoff of zero. As the expected quality improves, the purchase
quantity increases. In Figure 5, the curve for each type is piecewise linear, and the kink-points
of each curve correspond to the posterior mean levels where the agent increases his purchase
quantity. Since the state and hence the posterior mean belong to [0, 1], the purchase quantity
of each type is at most 2 units, and each curve in the figure has at most two kink-points. This
is easily seen as the utility any buyer type derives from consuming the third unit of the good is
bounded by (θ + ω) max{5 − 3, 0} ≤ (0.6 + 1) · 2 = 3.2 which is less than the price of 10/3.
These observations imply that in this problem, the agent effectively considers finitely many actions,
namely the quantities in 0, 1 and 2.

The effect of the incentive compatibility constraints on the optimal mechanism are easily seen
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Figure 5: The indirect utility of the agent

from Figure 3. For instance, the high type’s payoff from a truthful type report is strictly positive.
If this were the only relevant type, the designer could choose a strictly smaller threshold than 0.06

and still ensure purchase of two units whenever state realization is above this threshold, thereby
increasing the expected purchase amount of the high type. However, when the other types are
also present, such a change in the signal of the high type incentivizes this type to deviate and
misreport his type as low or medium. Changing the signals of the remaining types to recover
incentive compatibility, reduces the payoff the designer derives from them. The mechanism in
Figure 3 maximizes the designer’s payoff while carefully satisfying such incentive compatibility
constraints.

As discussed in Section 4.2, in the binary action case it is without loss to focus on public
mechanisms (which do not elicit the agent’s type). In this case, one way to obtain an optimal public
mechanism is to first solve for the optimal mechanism without restriction to public ones, and then
reveal to each type the signals associated with all types. By contrast, the mechanism illustrated
in Figure 3 does not admit such a payoff-equivalent public implementation. For instance, under
this mechanism the high type purchases two units whenever the state realization is higher than
0.06. Suppose that this type of agent had access to the signals of, for instance, the low type as
well. Then, he could infer whether the state is in [0.06, 0.16] ∪ [0.94, 1]. Conditional on the state
being in this set, his expectation of the state would be approximately 0.43. This implies that the
expected payoff of the high type from purchasing the second unit is (0.43 + 0.6)× 3− 10/3 < 0.
Thus, for state realizations that belong to the aforementioned set, the high type finds it optimal
to strictly reduce his consumption (relative to the one in Figure 3). In other words, observing the
additional signal reduces the expected purchase of the high type (and the other types). Hence, such
a public implementation is strictly suboptimal. As a side note, the optimal public implementation
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can be obtained by replacing different types with a single “representative type” and using the
framework of Section 3. More precisely, we can replace the designer’s indirect utility with v̄(m) =∑

θ φ(θ) maxa∈A(m,θ) v(a,m, θ) and maximize
∫
v̄(m)dG(m) by choosing a distribution G � F

(without any side constraints – since with public signals the designer does not screen the agent,
and hence the IC constraints become irrelevant). We conducted this exercise and also verified that
restricting attention to public mechanisms yields a strictly lower expected payoff to the designer.
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